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This report is the second part of a two-part report documenting
 
the development and subsequent application of a computer program for the
 
design of axial-flow turbines. The Part I report (NREC Report No. 1147-1)
 
describes the computer program itself and the analysis procedure upon
 
which it is based. This Part 1I report is concerned with the application
 
of the computer program to the analysis of turbine design requirements.
 
The report presents the results of a general investigation of
 
the effects of changes in the meridional velocity distributions specified
 
at stator and rotor exits. These results are intended to provide future
 
users of the program with some guidance in choosing suitable values of
 
this new analysis variable. The report also presents the results of a
 
specific investigation of the geometry and design-point performance of
 
six multistage turbines which satisfy a selected design requirement. The
 
six turbines consist of five-, four-, and three-stage versions of an Ip
 
spool at each of two maximum tip diameters. The performance predictions
 
show a 6.0 per cent drop in total-to-total efficiency as the number of
 
stages is reduced from five to three at the larger tip diameter, and a
 
4.1 per cent drop for the same reduction at the smaller tip diameter.
 
For the two most highly loaded designs, the total-to-total efficiency of
 







Under Contract No. NAS3-9418 for NASA-Lewis Research Center,
 
Northern Research and Engineering Corporation developed a computer pro­
gram for the analysis of the geometry and design-point performance of
 
axial-flow turbines. During the development of the program and its sub­
sequent use for particular design specifications, it became clear that
 
for some design requirements, the resultant solution of the design prob­
lem was extremely sensitive to two of the analysis variables which had
 
to be selected by the program user. These two analysis variables were
 
the radial variation of stator exit tangential velocity and the varia­
tion of power output function with streamline number. Flow conditions
 
at stator exit are controlled by the first of these variables; the second
 
is the major factor influencing the solution at rotor exit. While the
 
choice of these variables for a stream-filament analysis of a turbine
 
design-point requirement appeared logical and acceptable, experience
 
with the computer program has shown that considerable skill and experi­
ence are required in order to obtain satisfactory design solutions.
 
A modified computer program, designated Program TD2, has been
 
developed to overcome these deficiencies in the original program. This
 
has been accomplished by deleting the specification of stator exit tan­
gential velocity distributions and stage power output distributions, and
 
substituting in their place options to specify distributions of meridio­
nal velocity at stator and/or rotor exits. In this manner, the variable
 
which has in the past exhibited the greatest variation may be limited by
 
the turbine designer in advance to a reasonable range of values. Thus,
 
the computation of designs for which there is no acceptable solution in
 
terms of blading angles has been largely eliminated.
 
A full description of the resulting revisions in the analysis
 
and the detailed Fortran coding of the program has been presented in the
 
Part I report (NREC Report No. 1147-I). This Part II report has two
 
major objectives. First, it is intended to provide guidance to future
 
users of the program in selecting suitable values of the new input
 
analysis variables. At stator exit design stations, a range of
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meridional velocity gradients corresponding approximately to constant
 
section, free vortex, and solid body stator angle distributions are
 
considered. At rotor exit design stations, the effects of these same
 
gradients on the radial variation of work output, rotor exit angle,
 
and velocity ratio are discussed. Second, the report illustrates the
 
suggested use of the program for a design analysis and performance
 
optimization of a multistage turbine. Six alternative versions of
 
the turbine were established by employing a conservative number of
 
stages and two lower numbers of stages at each of two maximum tip
 
diameters, All six versions of the turbine maintain the same hub con­
tour. Thus, the results provide a means of evaluating the likely trade­






The report is divided into three main sections. The first
 
section presents the results of a general investigation of the effects
 
of varying the distribution of meridional velocity specified at a
 
stator or rotor exit, The second section contains the performance
 
predictions for the six alternative versions of a multistage turbine.
 
The annulus dimensions chosen for each design are presented first.
 
Next, the effects on predicted efficiency of work split between the
 
stages, specified meridional velocity gradients, and stage mean reactions
 
are discussed. Finally, the predicted variation of optimum efficiency
 
with maximum tip diameter and number of stages is presented The last
 
section of the report consists of tabulated velocity triangle data
 
and the full computer output for each of the six final designs.
 




The increased design freedom of the rotational flow approach to
 
turbine design, while overcoming the arbitrary restrictions of conven­
tional free-vortex design procedure, necessarily leads to increased de­
mands on the judgment of the designer. As a result of the wide range of
 
designs specifiable with the previous version of the program, intract­
able cases often arose; for many of the possible choices of input vari­
ables there proved to be, in fact, no valid solution for the flow field
 
at a design station. Thus, whenever a design was to be executed, it was
 
necessary to devote considerable effort to merely achieving usable results.
 
The present revision of the set of input variables has resulted
 
in a version of the program essentially free from this prospect of fail­
ure. Nevertheless, in exercising the new capability, some decisions must
 
still be made as to the relative desirability of various nonconstant dis­
tributions of through-flow velocity.
 
In the absence of any directly relevant experimental data, the
 
choice of meridional velocity distributions for a particular design re­
quirement must be based on an analytical investigation of the aerodynamic
 
and mechanical acceptability of a range of alternative designs. In this
 
section, the results of such an investigation are presented with the in­
tent of providing some guidance for future users of the program.
 
The total-pressure-loss assumptions employed in the calculations
 
may exert considerable influence on the variation of flow conditions and
 
performance with specified velocity gradient. These assumptions are ac­
cordingly reviewed in the first part of this section. Next, the varia­
tion of stator exit parameters for a range of meridional velocity gradi­
ents are discussed. The section concludes by considering the correspond­




The recommended values of the input constants defining the loss
 
correlation given in Reference 1 have been used without exception in all
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the calculations described in this report. For convenience, the resulting
 
correlation is repeated here:
 
4- 0,68C. S 09c+osk . 
+.0. cn'4t& 
where the suffices 14v and A// denote inlet and exit conditions relative
 
to a stator or a rotor section. Throughout the analysis no additional
 
loss factors were specified. Hence, no attempt is made to account for
 
penalties imposed by tip clearance or aspect ratio effects. Finally, it
 
must be recognized that any loss correlation derived from over-all stage
 
efficiency data will be subject to question when applied locally on a
 
streamline basis. Nevertheless, experience with the current correlation
 
has reinforced the belief that both the radial variations of loss at each
 
design station and the over-all efficiency trends in a family of designs
 
will be predicted with acceptable accuracy so long as extreme designs
 
subject to separation or shock losses are avoided.
 
Stator Exit Flow Parameters
 
The primary analysis variable governing flow conditions at sta­
tor exit design stations is a specification of the radial gradient of
 
meridional velocity as a function of radius, along with the tangential
 
velocity at the mean streamline. The secondary option of specifying flow
 
angle as a function of radius has been retained without modification ex­
actly as in the prior version; thus, it does not require further descrip­
tion here.
 
For the initial investigation, it was decided to consider only
 
linear distributions of meridional velocity. Thus, a single value of
 




Results from three such runs have been comparedin Figure 1.
 
The actual gradients specified were 400, 0, and -400 fps per ft; annulus
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dimensions and other design requirements correspond to the first stage of
 
a four-stage version of the Ip spool. (This design is discussed at greater
 
length in the second section of this report.) Equal tangential velocities
 
of 1035 fps were specified at the mean streamline for each of the three
 
alternative meridional velocity gradients. In general, the stage may be
 
considered typical except for the presence at stator inlet of a signifi­
cant positive gradient of total pressure with radius, due to specifica­
tion of constant work output for the preceding rotor of the hp spool.
 
The computed tangential and meridional velocity distributions,
 
which have been normalized by their mean streamline values, behave in the
 
familiar manner already reported in Reference 2. The specified 18 per
 
cent change with respect to the constant distribution in hub and casing
 
meridional velocity level produces an average of only a 3 per cent change
 
in the corresponding tangential velocities. As a result, it is the me­
ridional velocities which determine the variations of stator exit and
 
rotor inlet blade angles; at both hub and casing, the angles are lowered
 
where the meridional velocities are high. Consequently, the negative
 
gradient yields the most constant distribution of rotor inlet angle with
 
radius; the 21 deg rotor inlet twist required by the positive gradient is
 
reduced to only 8 deg when the negative gradient is imposed.
 
The same trend is exhibited by the absolute stator angle dis­
tributions. However, the magnitude of the chosen negative gradient ex­
ceeds that required for a constant stator angle design. Furthermore, it
 
would probably be necessary to specify more than a single value of meridio­
nal velocity gradient to obtain a strictly constant distribution. Were
 
this required, however, the simplest alternative would, of course, be to
 




The same set of parameters has been plotted in Figure 2 for the
 
final stage of the four-stage lp spool. The primary difference here lies
 
in the increased annulus height due to the 22 deg flare at the outer
 
casing. Thus, the hub meridional velocities for the same positive and
 
negative gradients differ in this instance by 57 per cent of the meanline
 
value. Once again the corresponding tangential velocities exhibit little
 
variation, differing by only 4 per cent at hub and tip between the two
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extreme gradients. As can be seen from the similar shapes of the three
 
tangential velocity distributions, the majority of even.this small change
 
is due to displacement of the mean streamline toward the hub as the me­
ridional velocity gradient is decreased.
 
A final comment should be made regarding the crossing of the
 
normalized tangential velocity distribution, observed in Figure 1, which
 
does not appear-in the results for the final stator. The reason for this
 
point of difference lies primarily in the differing stator inlet condi­
tions to the two rows. Because of the fixed inlet total pressure profile
 
to the first stator assumed in the Ip spool analysis, tip tangential ve­
locity must increase as the tip meridional velocity decreases. The final
 
stator, on the other hand, follows a rotor designed by the specified me­
ridional velocity gradient technique; the stator inlet total pressures
 
for the three designs therefore vary in a manner reflecting the stator
 
.inlet meridional velocity variation (set equal to that at stator exit).
 
As a result no additional tilting of the tangential velocity distributions
 





The effects of varying the specified gradient of meridional ve­
locity at a rotor exit design station have been illustrated in Figures 3
 
and 4 for the two stages discussed earlier (first and last stages of a
 
four-stage 1p spool). Both stages were designed for approximately zero
 
exit swirl.; work output of the first stage is approximately 75 per cent
 
of that of the final stage.
 
With regard to the rotor exit blading angles, it will be seen
 
that a significant reduction in twist may be achieved by manipulation of
 
the velocity gradient. In the case of the final rotor, for example, when
 
the negative gradient is specified, hub and casing values of blade exit
 
angle differ by 25 deg. This variation is reduced to less than 3 deg
 
when a positive gradient of meridional velocity is substituted. The
 
positive gradient achieves this reduction at a rotor exit design station
 
simply by eliminating the effect of the radially increasing blade speed
 
on the rotor blading angles.
 
Although reduction of rotor exit twist is often a desirable ob­
jective, consideration of the remaining curves presented in Figures 3 and
 
4 show that it cannot be achieved, at least for these designs, without
 
decidedly undesirable side effects. The-low hub meridional velocities
 
required by the positive gradient greatly reduce the absolute velocities
 
at rotor hub exit. Hence, the row velocity ratio of the final stage is
 
increased from 1.23 obtained with negative gradient to 1.75. At the same
 
time, the magnitude of the rotor hub exit angle has been increased by more
 
than 10 deg, from -49 deg to -60. The net result of these changes is, of
 
course, to significantly increase the rotor hub total-pressure-loss co­
efficient.
 
The final parameter shown in Figures-3 and 4, the radial varia­
tion of total temperature drop normalized with respect to the mean stream­
line value, presents at first sight a relatively confusing picture. For
 
the first-stage rotor, the positive.gradient yields a hub total tempera­
ture drop 93.5 per cent of the meanline value, as opposed to 91 per cent
 
for the negative gradient. In the case of the final stage, the situation
 
-is reversed with the positive gradient associated with the lowest total
 
temperature drop, 85 per cent of the meanline value, as against 94.5 per
 
cent for the negative.
 
This behavior may be explained qualitatively as the result of
 
two opposing trends. When hub meridional velocities are locally high,
 
the correlated value of loss coefficient will be low. Hence, the achiev­
able work output will tend to be high. -However, in a stage of near-zero
 
exit tangential velocity, the requirement of radial equilibrium-is for
 
approximately constant static pressure across the annulus; hence, the high
 
hub meridional velocity will require a locally high value of total pres­
sure, reducing the available hub total pressure ratio across the stage.
 
Hence, the achievable hub work output will tend to be low. It is there­
fore.necessary to determine which of these two effects will predominate
 
in a given case before any conclusion can be reached on the effect of ve­
locity gradient on hub total temperature drop.
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Considering now the first-stage rotor, it will be seen that the
 
relatively small increase in velocity ratio with the positive gradient
 
proved less important than the associated increase in total pressure
 
ratio, and thus a 3.5 per cent greater hub work output was achieved. In
 
the case of the final rotor, the much greater increase in hub velocity
 
ratio predominated, and consequently it was necessary to unload the hub
 
of the positive gradient design.
 
The complexitity of this situation is not at all unexpected; in
 
fact, it forms the.basis of the need for the present program revision,
 
since with the prior version it was necessary to estimate a work output
 
distribution a priori, by attempting to assess the relative- importance
 
of the two opposing trends described above. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
 
the difficulty associated with specifying a work distribution to obtain
 
a design; relatively small changes of the stage total temperature drop
 
distribution have accompanied considerable changes in the other design
 
parameters. The major advantage of the present version of the computer
 
program lies in the ability to control the most relevant variable, namely
 
the meridional velocity, directly rather than indirectly through the in­
termediary of a power output distribution.
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D.esign requirements for a multistage twin-spool turbine were
 
specified by NASA for use in demons.trating the capabilities of the re­
vised computer program. They are as follows:
 
Inlet Total Temperature 2410 deg R
 
Inlet Total Pressure 342.4 psia
 
Inlet Flow Angle 0 deg
 
Inlet Mass Flow 111.9 Ibm/sec
 




Power Output 24 530 hp
 




Power Output 20,110 hp
 
Rotational Speed 4646 rpm
 
In addition, coolant flows to the first three hp rows of 1.9,
 
1.9, and 1.8 Ibm/sec at 1400 deg R were specified, and a schedule of
 
specific heat variation from 0.288 Btu/Ibm deg R at hp inlet to 0.262
 
Btu/Ibm deg R at ip exit was provided.
 
=
 The geometry and performance of a total of six turbines satis
 
fying the above design requirement were to be predicted. Three were to
 
have a maximum tip diameter of 43.2 in at exit from the lp spool, while
 
the remaining three were to have a reduced maximum tip diameter. Within
 
each of these two groups, a number of stages consistent with conserva­
tive aerodynamics and two lower numbers of stages were to be considered.
 




Hub and tip diameters for the larger maximum tip diameter de­




lp Inlet Ip Exit 
Root Diameter, in 28.0 28.2 29.0 
Casing Diameter, in 30.2 32.2 43.2 
Based on the results of preliminary calculations, a design consisting of
 
two hp stages and five Ip stages was chosen to represent the most con­
servatively loaded turbine. Since it did not appear advisable to'attempt
 
a single-stage hp spool, the more highly-loaded designs were obtained by
 
two reductions in the number of lp stages. The three designs at the origi­
nal tip diameter thus consist of identical hp configurations with either
 
three-, four-, or five-stage versions of the Ip spool.
 
To define the streamline angles of inclination at each calcu­
lation point throughout the machine, the axial spacings between the inter­
row design stations are required. For the conservative design, equal
 
spacings of 1.5 in were assumed, thereby limiting the maximum streamline
 
slope angle at the tip to 20 deg. The hub and tip diameters were assumed
 
to vary linearly with axial distance between the values tabulated above.
 
For the four- and three-stage lp spool designs, slightly larger design
 
station spacings of 1.7 and 2.0 in, respectively, were chosen, reflecting
 
the anticipated decrease in optimum pitch/chord ratio as blade deflection
 
increases. The resulting tip flare angle of the most highly loaded de­
sign was therefore 25 deg, an acceptable value.
 
In generating annulus dimensions for the three reduced tip di­
ameter lp spools, two approaches are available. First, the lp exit an­
nulus could be maintained at its original value by sufficiently reducing
 
the hub diameter. Alternatively, the hub contour could be held constant
 
and the exit annulus area allowed to decrease. The first option was
 
judged undesirable on two counts. First, hub loadings of the three- and
 
four-stage lp spools are already high at the original hub diameter, so
 
any additional reduction in wheel speed would lead to excessive perfor­
mance deterioration. Second, the effects of reduced tip diameter at con­
stant exit annulus area have already been adequately studied with the prior
 
version of the program, and hence such an investigation would only dupli­
cate prior efforts. It was therefore decided to adopt the second alterna­
tive of employing the identical hub line for all six turbines.
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An Ip spool exit tip diameter of 37.4 in was finally selected.
 
This value was chosen so as to halve both the exit annulus area and the
 
tip flare angle. Identical design station axial locations were employed
 
for the corresponding original and reduced tip diameter versions of the
 
Ip spool. The six resulting annulus configurations have been shown
 
schematically in Figures 5 and 6, accompanied by a summary of the per­




With the design requirements and annulus dimensions preselected,
 




1. Work split between the stages
 
2. Row exit meridional velocity gradients
 




Each of these parameters was accordingly varied independently of the others,
 
and optimum values derived for each of the six designs, using the criterion
 
of predicted total-to-static efficiency. Final designs were then exe­
cuted, based on a consideration of both the calculated optimum values and
 
the requirements of good design practice.
 




Included with the design requirements originally furnished by
 
NASA was a specification of the fractions of over-all spool work pro­
duced by each Ip stage. These had been chosen to maintain equal mean­
ling stage loadings, defined as c ATTh for the five stages. As
 




To determine whether constant meanline stage loading in fact
 
produced optimum spool performance, a series of four-stage, original tip
 
diameter spool designs was investigated. The ratio of first-to-last
 
stage work output was varied from 0.54 t6 1.44; work outputs of the in­
termediary stages were linearly interpolated between the values established
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for the first and last stages. To permit a valid comparison between the
 
various spools, meanline stage exit swirls throughout the machine were
 
maintained at zero. Similarly, all row exit meridional velocity gradi­
ents were set equal to zero in the input data.
 
Results of these runs are presented in Figure 7. The optimum
 
total-to-total efficiency of 86.87 per cent was obtained when the work
 
output of the first stage was 13 per cent greater than that of the fourth.
 
However, over the wide range of work output ratios from 0.95 to 1.40, less
 
than a 0.1 per cent deterioration in total efficiency is indicated. At
 
the constant stage loading point (work ratio = 0.75), the predicted per­
formance decrement has begun to increase more rapidly and amounts to ap­
proximately 0.5 per cent. Hence, selection of the stage work split for
 
an optimized design does not appear highly critical. However, results
 
for the four-stage spool show that choice of slightly decreasing stage
 
enthalpy drops is preferable to use of a constant stage loading design
 




The lower pair of curves in Figure 7 presents'the results of a
 
similar investigation on the three-stage lp spool at original tip diame­
ter. Because of larger mean stage work output for this design,.the
 
achievable range of work output ratios was limited by the occurrence of
 
sonic conditions at stator exit. Over the entire range investigated,
 
however, the efficiency increases at a modest rate as the loading of
 
the first stage is increased. Hence, in choosing an optimum work split
 
for the three-stage spool, the designer must weigh aaO.3'per cent pre­
dicted efficiency improvement against the disadvantages of specifying high
 
Mach number blading for the stator of the first lp stage. As a conse­
quence, constant stage enthalpy drops (work ratio = 1.0) were specified
 
for the three-stage spools.
 




To investigate the influence of meridional velocity distribu­
tion on predicted spool efficiency, a series of ten alternative designs
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based on the three-stage versions of the Ip spool were analyzed. Four
 
of these runs specified equal velocity gradients of 0, -200, -400, and
 
-600 fps/ft at both stator and rotor exits. The remaining six designs ap­
plied the same gradients to stator or rotor exits only, while maintaining
 
radially constant meridional velocity for the rotors or stators, respec­
tively. The predicted variation of total-to-total and total-to-static
 
efficiency is presented in Figure 8.
 
Optimum total-to-static efficiency of 80.65 per cent was pre­
dicted when a meridional velocity gradient of -200 fps/ft was imposed at
 
rotor exits only. None of the other combinations of stator and/or rotor
 
velocity gradients proved superior, on the basis of calculated static
 
efficiency, to the datum constant-meridional-velocity design. A slight
 
improvement in total efficiency could be achieved by the use of very large
 
rotor exit meridional velocity variation; an optimum was found with the
 
-600 fps/ft gradient. However, the large resulting spool exit gradient of
 
absolute velocity led to a more than 0.2 per cent decrease in static ef­
ficiency, Since the rotor exit twist also increases (as shown in Figures
 
3 and 4) as the gradient becomes larger, the optimum static efficiency
 
point (stator gradient = 0, rotor gradient = -200 fps/ft) was selected
 
for the final designs.
 




Previous investigations using the current loss correlation have
 
shown that mean stage reaction, conventionally defined as the ratio of
 
static-to-total temperature drop across the rotor at the mean streamline
 
is a sign'ificant factor in the performance-level predicted for a design.
 
Hence,.a series of designs ranging from impulse to-full reaction were
 
analyzed for the three-stage, original tip diameter spooi. Calculated
 
efficiencies and spool exit absolute flow angles have been plotted versus
 
the average stage reaction of the three stages in Figure 9.
 
When stage reaction falls below about 0.4, spool efficiency
 
drops rapidly because of the unfavorable decelerations experienced near
 
the rotor hub sections. If, on the other hand, reactions above 0.6 are
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specified, performance again deteriorates significantly due to the exces­
sive deflections required in the stator rows and the elevated level of.
 
spool exit Mach number. Hence, optimum total and static efficiencies
 
occurred at average stage meanline reactions of 0.56 and 0.36, respec­
tively. On the basis of these results, a reaction of 0.41 was selected
 
for the final design. This permitted the first two stages to operate
 
near peak total efficiency while using a lower reaction for the third
 
stage so as to limit the spool e.it swirl angle. As can be seen from
 




Similar investigations were undertaken for both the original
 
and reduced tip diameter versions of the four- and five-stage Ip spools.
 
In all cases, the inlet tangential velocity to the rotors of the final
 
stages was fixed so as to avoid undesirable levels of spool exit swirl.
 
Results of these computations are presented in Figures 10 and 11, re­
spectively. Optimum performance was in all cases predicted for-the 50
 
per cent meanline reaction designs. The original tip diameter spools
 
proved more sensitive to the choice of meanline reaction than those exe­
cuted with the reduced annulus configuration. This occurs since the
 
lower meridional velocity levels.in the larger annulus result in greater
 
stator row velocity ratio changes and hence greater increases in stator
 




Variation of Efficiency With Maximum Tip
 
Diameter and Number of Stages
 
Full details of the thermodynamic and velocity triangle data
 
calculated for the six final designs have been tabulated at hub, mean, and
 
tip radii inTables I through VII. The computer output from which these
 
tables were constructed is reprodticed-in appendices to this report. Ap­
pendix I contains the output for the common hp spool used for all six ip
 
designs. Appendices II and III present the utput obtained for the origi­
nal and reduced tip diameter lp spools, respectively.
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Because of the manner in which the tip diameter reduction was
 
effected, the primary point of contrast between the designs lies in the
 
higher meridional velocity levels in the later stages of the reduced d'i­
ameter spools. As a consequence, sighificant reductions in stator and
 
rotor blading angles were achieved. This,may be seen in the following
 
tabulation of stage loading and flow factor, defined as the ratio of av­
erage meanline meridional velocity to average blade speed. 
Stage 



































































Hence, in terms of the Smith correlation of achievable turbine efficiency
 
(Ref 3) which is based on stage loading and flow factor, each stage of a
 
reduced tip diameter design would be plotted at a slightly higher level
 
of loading and at a higher value of stage flow factor than for the cor­
responding stage from a design using the original outside diameter. Thus,
 
in conjunction with the range of stage loading leveJs achieved by varying
 
the number of Ip stages, a fairly wide range of points on the efficiency
 
carpet has been covered,
 
The variation of Ip spool total-to-total and total-to-static ef­
ficiency with number of stages and maximum tip diameter has, been plotted
 
for the final, optimized designs in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the
 
corresponding variations in spool exit absolute flow angle and Mach
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number. Use of four rather than five stages at the original tip diameter
 
led to a loss of 2 per cent in total efficiency. An additional four
 
points were lost when three stages were employed.
 
The reduced tip diameter spools showed superior total-to-total
 
efficiencies over the entire range investigated. However, the achiev­
able improvement was relatively insignificant for the five-stage spools,
 
amounting to only 0.5 per cent. As the number of stages is reduced, the
 
advantage of the smaller spools became larger, reaching 2.5 per cent for
 
the three-stage designs. Hence, depending on achievable diffuser perfor­
-mance, the reduced annulus height designs become increasingly attractive
 




The predicted variations of total-to-total efficiency with
 
stage loading can be considered reliable. The computed relation between
 
the performance of the original and reduced annulus height designs is,
 
however, more open to question. As was stated earlier, the predicted
 
values are directly dependent on the loss correlation assumed in the
 
analysis. Since the reduced designs would almost certainly have sig-,
 
nificanrly higher relative rotor tip clearance and lower aspect ratio,
 
some loss in efficiency beyond that predicted by the correlation would
 
be anticipated. However, until such time as experimental data become
 
available from stages designed using the current analysis procedure, the
 




During the investigation of the effect on predicted performance
 
of changes in the analysis variables, only relatively small changes in ef­
ficiency were predicted over a wide range of stage work splits and me­
ridional velocity gradients. Whereas the .actual performance of a blade
 
row is undoubtedly affected by the over-all design of the row, a purely
 
stream-filament analysis with loss assumptions derived ultimately from a
 
meanline performance correlation cannot fully predict the actual perfor­
mance differences of designs having the same annulus geometry and mean­
line reaction. Thus although specification of a meridional velocity gradi­
ent at a row exit will modify the radial distribution of local flow angle
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and velocity ratio and hence -cad to a redistribution of losses across
 
the annulus, the mean values of angle and velocity ratio, and hence the
 
over-all loss level of the row, will remain relatively constant. Simi­
larly, variation of the work split between the stages will not signif~i­
cantly alter the average stage loading of the spool. Thus, the observed
 
efficiency variation when these parameters are varied may be somewhat
 
smaller than that which would be expected in practice. Choice of these
 
analysis variables should accordingly include careful consideration of
 
the over-all desirability of the resulting design rather than merely the
 
predicted mass-averaged efficiency. Particularly in the area of select­
ing rotor exit meridional velocity gradients, experimental data derived
 





1. Performance predictions for a series of multistage turbines having the
 
same over-all design requirement have shown a 6.0 per cent drop in
 
total-to-total efficiency for a reduction from five to three Ip stages
 
at a constant maximum tip diameter of 43.2 in, as against only a 4.1
 
per cent reduction over the same range when a tip diameter of 37.4 in
 
is employed. Values of total-to-static efficiency were approximately
 
2.0 per cent lower than corresponding total-to-total values for the
 
designs at the higher tip diameter; for the reduced diameter spools,
 
the difference amounted to 6.0 per cent. Hence, the advantages of
 
reduced annulus height become increasingly significant as the indi­
vidual stage loadings are increased, amounting to 2.5 per cent in
 
total-to-total efficiency for the most highly loaded spools.
 
2. In a study'of the effects of changes in the specified gradients of
 
meridional velocity, itwas established that desired variations in
 
blading geometry may be rapidly obtained in a manner fully consistent
 
with chosen assumptions regarding the radial distribution of total
 
pressure loss. Although the revised program no longer requires
 
specification of interfilament mixing to obtain valid solutions in
 
a multistage design analysis, it should be recognized that arbitrary
 
omission of this effect may result in designs which employ greater
 
radial variation of work than that required in the actual stage en­
vironment. Thus, an effort should be made to derive a realistic
 
correlation of the intensity of interfilament mixing with the flow
 
conditions at a design station.
 
3. An investigation of the effects of varying the -stage work splits and
 
row exit meridional velocity gradients, using the recommended form of
 
the loss correlation, indicated relatively little variation in mass­
averaged turbine efficiency over a wide range of values of these analy­
sis variables. Predicted values of efficiency for a given design re­
quirement depended,pr,iftarily,on.thM choseniannu-lus configuration.and,'
 
stage mean reactions, Hence, it would be desirable to review the
 
form of the correlation using experimental data from stages designed
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using the specified velocity gradient approach. Since the correlation
 
is now applied on an iterative basis, itwould be possible to include
 
parameters related to the over-all flow field at a design station in
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Stator Exit 14.025 14o706 15o350
 




Stator Exit 72.3 72.4 71.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 13.8 -2.0 -16.4
 
Rotor Relative Exit -72.0 -71.1 -71.4
 




Stator Exit 1494 1439 1390
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 450 437 455
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1367 1435 1494
 




Rotor Inlet 1322 1386 1447
 




Stator Exit 332.28 333.28 334.04
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 257.58 263.45 269°30
 
Rotor Relative Exit 251.30 257.74 263.6b
 
Stage Exit /200.51 201.64 202.08
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 2393.1 2393.1 2393.1
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 2252.4 2262.9 2273.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit 2238.8 2249.5 2260.6
 




Stator 0.286 0.297 0.307
 




Stator 0.124 0.120 0m116
 




TABLE I - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR
 








Stator Exit 14.075 14.998 15,850
 




Stator Exit 70.6 69.8 69.1
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 15.1 -2.0 -17.6
 
Rotor Relative Exit -69.6 -66.9 -65.5
 




Stator Exit 1554 1488 1429
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 535 516 541
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1389 1493 1596
 




Rotor Inlet 1327 1414 1494
 




Stator Exit 194.71 196.45 197.39
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 143.49 148.73 153-89
 
Rotor Relative Exit 140.34 146-34 151.93
 
Stage Exit 108.23 108.86 110.69
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 2108.2 2108.2 2108.2
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1957.4 1970.3 1984.4
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1961i0 1974.2 1988,9
 




Stator 0.273 0.316 0.340
 




Stator 0.101 0.097 0.094
 
Rotor 0.118 0°084 0.067
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TABLE II - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.140 15.437 16.650
 




Stator Exit 60.2 59,7 59.5
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 31.3 24.3 15.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -55.7 -602 -64.3
 




Stator Exit 1015 988 950
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 591 552 521
 
Rator Relative Exit 831 879 915
 




Rotor Inlet 573 626 675
 




Stator Exit 107.07 108.46 108.99
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 95.98 97-37 98.50
 
Rotor Relative Exit 94.73 96.08 9717
 
Stage Exit 87.84 87.60 87.31
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1788.5 1789.2 1792.2
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1789.8 1790.2 17930
 




Stator 0.478 O.6b3 0.721
 




Stator 0.069 0.089 0.115
 
Rotor o142 0.1'30 0.126
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TABLE II - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.220 16.073 17o750
 




Stator Exit 66.o 63.8 62.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 39.8 21.7 1.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit -59.1 -64.4 -68.9
 




Stator Exit 1003 908 836
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 531 438 408
 
Rotor Relative Exit 808 869 916
 




Rotor Inlet 577 652 720
 




Stator Exit 86.34 86.41 86.33
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 76.43 77.66 78.91
 
Rotor Relative Exit 75.30 76.74 77.89
 
Stage Exit 69.47 69.22 68.92
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1756.2 1749.1 1745o5
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1703.2 1702.8 1706.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit 704.2 1703.7 1707.4
 




Stator o.480 0°506 0.519
 




Stator 0.111 0.106 0.102
 
Rotor 0.157 0m114 0m114
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TABLE II - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.300 16.725 18.850
 




Stator Exit 68.1 65.3 63.4
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 41.8 15.3 -13.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -60.2 -66.5 -71.5
 




Stator Exit 976 857 774
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 489 377 373
 
Rotor Relative Exit 802 880 938
 




Rotor Inlet 580 678 764
 




Stator Exit 68.22 68.32, .68.24
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 60.]l 61.49 62.88
 
Rotor Relative Exit 59.20 60.73 61.94
 
Stage Exit 54.33 54.09 53.79
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1669.8 1659.8 1655.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1617.2 1616.1 1621.4
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1617.8 1616.8 1622.4
 




Stator 0.441 0.467 0,470
 




Stator 0m118 0.107 0.098
 




TABLE II - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 




Hub Mean Casing 
Station Radius (ins)
 
Stator Exit 14.380 17.389 19.950
 




Stator Exit 68.8 65.4 63.0
 
6.1 -27.6
Rotor Relative Inlet 41.9 

Rotor Relative Exit -60.2 -67.5 -73.0
 




Stator Exit 959 818 727
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 466 
 348 386
 
Rotor Relative Exit 810 902 971
 




Rotor Inlet 583 705 809
 





Stator Exit 53.30 

Rotor Relative Inlet 46.74 48.18 49.66
 
Rotor Relative Exit 46.02 47.55 48.77
 
Stage Exit 41.95 41.71 41.42
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
1569.5 1564.9
Stator Exit 1582.7 

Rotor Relative Inlet 1530.3 1528.7 1536.7
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1530.5 1529.1 1537.7
 




Stator 0.432 o460 0.453
 




Stator 0.122 0.107 0.093
 




TABLE II r VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.460 18.073 21.050
 




Stator Exit 69.9 66.0 63.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 47.0 6.8 -30.8
 
Rotor Relative Exit -55.4 -65.9 -72.7
 




Stator Exit 1026 850 745
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 516 354 403
 
Rotor Relative Exit 740 871 960
 




Rotor Inlet 586 733 853
 




Stator Exit 40.97 41.12 41.03
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 35.04 36.48 37.94
 
Rotor Relative Exit 34.42 36.00 37.21
 
Stage Exit 31.90 31.63 31.37
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
1474.1
Stator Exit 1494.4 1478.2 

Rotor Relative Inlet 1435.1 1433.2 1444o5
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1434.8 1433.1 1445.2
 





Stator 0.408 0.438 





Stator 0.126 0.107 0.089
 




TABLE III - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.150 15,516 16o788
 




Stator Exit 65.2 64.5 64.1
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 45.7 39.2 31.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -60.4 -64.3 -68.0
 




Stator Exit 1201 1148 1088
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 722 645 578
 
Rotor Relative Exit 939 991 1027
 




Rotor Inlet 574 629 681
 




Stator Exit 106.41 107.90 108.33
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 91.70 93.29 94.47
 
Rotor Relative Exit 89.19 90.91 92.22
 
Stage Exit 80.60 80.50 80.26
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1771.0 1772.5 1776.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1772.8 1773.7 1777.0
 




Stator 0.401 0.520 0.639
 




Stator 0,081 0.095 0.125
 
Rotor 0.224 0.191 0o171
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TABLE III - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.250 16.318 18.163
 




Stator Exit 68.9 66.9 65,7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 49.3 33.6 14.1
 
Rotor Relative Exit 47.1 20.3 -11.5
 




Stator Exit 1124 1009 924
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 621 482 415
 
Rotor Relative Exit 929 995 1038
 
Stage Exit 490 456 408­
-Blade Speed (fps)
 
Rotor Inlet 578 662 736
 




Stator Exit 78.44 78.77- 78.81
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 67.46 68.81 70.09
 
Rotor Relative Exit 65.64 67.42 68.64
 
Stage Exit 58-77 58.65 58.35
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1728.2 1720.1 1715.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1663.7 1662.5 1665,9
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1665.1 1663.6 1666.9
 




Stator 0.466 0.498 0511
 




Stator 0.140 0.136 0.134
 




TABLE III - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 




Hub Mean Casing 
Station Radius (ins)
 
Stator Exit 14.350 17.139 19.538
 




Stator Exit 69.4 66.6 64.8
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 47.1 20.3 -11.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit -63.6 -69.0 -73.6
 




Stator Exit 1043 905 811
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 539 390 373
 
Rotor Relative Exit 943 1017 1068
 




Rotor Inlet 582 695 792
 




Stator Exit 57.22 57.52 57.51
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 49.44 50.87 52.27
 
Rotor Relative Exit 48.28 49.,92 51.11"
 
Stage Exit 42.71 42.55 42.23
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1618.9 1605.5 1599.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1559.6 1556.0 1560.9
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1560.5 1556.9 1562.1
 




Stator 0.470 0.504 0.503
 




Stator 0.149 0.140 0.128
 
Rotor 0.165 0.118 0.130
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TABLE III - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 




Hub Mean Cas n 
Station Radius (ins)
 
Stator Exit 14.450 17o994 20.913
 




Stator Exit 707 67.3 65.1
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 52.0 20.2 -17.8
 
Rotor Relative Exit -57.2 -66.7 -73.0
 




Stator Exit 1122 938 825
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 601 393 386
 
Rotor Relative Exit 805 934 1015
 




Rotor Inlet 586 730 848
 




Stator Exit 41.30 41.63 41.61
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 34.60 36.04 37.43
 
Rotor Relative Exit 33.74 35,44 36.63
 
Stage Exit 30.78 30.57 30.29
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1512.0 1494.1 1487.2
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1444.6 1439,6 1447.2
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1444.6 1440o0 1448.2
 




Stator o044o 0.473 0459
 




Stator 0°154 0,137 0.119
 




TABLE IV - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.167 '15.648 17o017
 




Stator Exit 69.1 68.3 68.1
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 55.4 49.8 43.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -65.o -68°5 -71o9
 




Stator Exit 1378 1297 1216
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 867 750 648
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1070 1122 1157
 




Rotor Inlet 574 634 690
 




Stator Exit 105.47 107o12 107.49
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 87.53 89.33 90.57
 
Rotor Relative Exit 82.98 85.21 86.83
 
Stage Exit 72.69 72°80 72.64
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1754.5 1756.6 1761o1
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1757.3 1758.2 1761o7
 




Stator 0.346 0.462 0.583
 




Stator 0°097 0.107 0.139
 




TABLE IV - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.300 16.734 18.850
 




Stator Exit 72.4 70.5 69.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 59.4 46.9 30.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -66.2 -70,8 -74.7
 




Stator Exit 1313 1160 1053
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 780 572 450
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1080 1160 1198
 




Rotor Inlet 580 678 764
 




Stator Exit 69.25 70.05 70.33
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 56.94 58.53 59.93
 
Rotor Relative Exit 53.82 56.32 57,75
 
Stage Exit 46.37 46.54 46.27.
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1699.4 1689.6 1684.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1617.3 1614.5 1617.2
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1619,3 1616.0 1618.2
 




Stator 0.456 0.494 0.506
 




Stator 0.188 0.185 0.184
 




TABLE IV - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.433 17.891 20.683
 




Stator Exit 73.6 70.9 69.6
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 63.0 46.9 23.6
 
Rotor Relative Exit -59.2 -68.0 -73.6
 




Stator Exit 1450 1221 1082
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 904 590 441
 
Rotor Relative Exit 917 1069 1144
 




Rotor Inlet 585 725 839
 




Stator Exit 43.56 44.50 44.73
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 33.99 35.62 36.96
 
Rotor Relative Exit 32.02 34.33 35.73
 
Stage Exit 28.47 28.49 28.24
 
C 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1558.4 1538.7 1528.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1462.3 1453.3 1455.6
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1462.9 1454.0 1456.0
 




Stator 0.41l 0.457 0.451
 




Stator 0.191 0.181 0.68
 
Rotor 0.406 0.191 0o163
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TABLE V - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14oi40 15.295 16.360
 




Stator Exit 56.8 56.3 55.6
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 27.4 22.0 15o5
 
Rotor Relative Exit -50.1 -53,9 -57.0
 




Stator Exit 1039 1023 998
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 642 614 591
 
Rotor Relative Exit 896 938 970
 




Rotor Inlet 573 620 663
 




Stator Exit 107.19 io8o66 109.45
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 96.29 97.60 98.66
 
Rotor Relative Exit 95.07 96.33 97.38
 
Stage Exit 88.14 87.92 87.67
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1789.5 1789.4 1791.0
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1790.0 1789.9 1791.4
 




Stator 0,487 0.579 0.634
 




Stator 0M059 0.069 0.077
 




TABLE V - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.220 15.614 16.880
 




Stator Exit 58.3 55.8 53.8
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 29.9 17.9 6.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -51.2 -54.9 -58.1
 




Stator Exit 1052 982 928
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 638 581 557
 
Rotor Relative Exit 922 960 993
 




Rotor Inlet 577 633 684
 




Stator Exit 86.84 86.80 86.70
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 77.20 78.10 79.00
 
Rotor Relative Exit 76.09 77.13 78.07
 
Stage Exit 69.84 69.60 69.33
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1756.4 1749.2 1'744.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1705.2 1703.4 1704.4
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1705.7 1703.9 1704.9
 




Stator 0.557 0.580 0.594
 




Stator 0.087 0.085 0.082
 




TABLE V - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.300 15o936 17.400
 




Stator Exit 57.3 54.4 51.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 27.6 13.2 -0.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit -50.9 -55.0 -58.4
 




Stator Exit 1035 956 898
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 630 574 559
 
Rotor Relative Exit 952 994 1031
 




Rotor Inlet 580 646 705
 




Stator Exit 68.77 68.71 68°59
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 61.03 61.92 62.82
 
Rotor Relative Exit 60.15 61.16 62.07
 
Stage Exit 54o71 54.47 54.21
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1669.2 1660.2 1654.5
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1619.5 1617,0 1618.1
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1619,9 1617.5 1618.7
 




Stator 0.574 0,598 0o612'
 




Stator 0.090 0.085 0o08l
 




TABLE V - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.380 16.260 17.920
 




Stator Exit 55.5 52.0 49.1
 
Rotor Relative knlet 24.4 8.0 -6.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit -49"7 -54.1 -57.8
 




Stator Exit 1028 943 881
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 639 588 586
 
Rotor Relative Exit 997 1041 1080
 




Rotor Inlet 583 659 727
 




Stator Exit 53.82 53.76 53.63
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 47.68 48.55 49.43
 
Rotor Relative Exit 46.99 47.94 48.81
 
Stage Exit 42.29 42.05 41.80
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1581.1 1570.2 1563.6
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1532.9 1529.8 1531.3
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1533.3 1530.3 1531.9
 




Stator 0.604 0.632 0.645
 




Stator 0.091 0.085 0.079
 




TABLE V - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FIVE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.46o 16.591 18.440
 




Stator Exit 54.6 50.6 47.4
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 26.1 9.1 -5.8
 
Rotor Relative Exit -44.5 -50.1 -54.6
 




Stator Exit 1103 1003 935
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 711 646 642-

Rotor Relative Exit 997 1050 1096
 




Rotor Inlet 586 673 748
 




Stator Exit 41.49 41.43 41.30
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 36.02 36.83 37.64
 
Rotor Relative Exit 35.46 36.34 37.15
 
Stage Exit 32.16 31.91 31.65
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1492.1 1479.3 1471.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1438.5 1434.9 1436.9
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1438.8 1435.3 1437.4
 




Stator 0.606 0.636 0.649
 




Stator 0.088 0.082 0.076
 




TABLE VI - VELOCITY TRIANGLE,DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.150 15-337 16.425
 




Stator Exit 61.3 60.5 59.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 40.i 34.6 .28.5
 
Rotor Relative Exit -54.7 -57.9 -60.5
 




Stator Exit 1213 1175 1136
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 761 705 659
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1022 1064 1096
 




Rotor Inlet 574 622 666
 




Stator Exit 106.69 I08.25 109.10
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 92.40 93.87 95.03
 
Rotor Relative Exit 90.15 91.72 92.99
 
Stage Exit 81.19 81.13 80.98
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1773.2 1773.8 1.775.8
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1774.0 1774.4 1776.1
 




Stator 0.420 0,506 0.552
 




Stator 0m067 0.073 0.077
 




TABLE VI - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.250 15.737 17.075
 




Stator Exit 60.4 58.1 56.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 36.8 25.9 14.9
 
Rotor Relative Exit -55.2 -58.2 -60.8
 




Stator Exit 1157 1078 1018
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 715 635 591
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1073 1108 1136
 




Rotor Inlet 578 638 692
 




Stator Exit 79.41 79.57 79.60
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 68.88 69.82 70.72
 
Rotor Relative Exit 67.28 68.49 69.49
 
Stage-Exit 59.58 59.44 59.22
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1727.8 1720.4 1715.3
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1667.0 1664.6 1664.9
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1667.7 1665.2 1665.4
 




Stator 0.556 0.584 0.600
 




Stator 0.108 0.108 0.105
 




TABLE VI - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.350 16.140 17.725
 




Stator Exit 57.3 54.4 51.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 29.8 15.5 2.0
 
Rotor Relative Exit -54.1 -57.3 -60.1
 




Stator Exit 1092 1008 946
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 679 612 590
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1130 1163 1191
 




Rotor Inlet 582 654 719
 




Stator Exit 58.23 58.32 58.28
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 50.93 51.82 52.69
 
Rotor Relative Exit 49.90 50.95 51.84
 
Stage Exit 43.47 43.29 43.07
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1616.8 1606.1 1598.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1562.6 1558.5 1558.4
 
Rotor Relative Eit 1563.3 1559.2 1559.1
 




Stator 0.626 0.652 0.664
 




Stator 0.117 0.112 0.106
 




TABLE VI - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR FOUR-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.450 16.555 18.375
 




Stator Exit 56.4 52.8 49.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 31.6 16.3 2.1
 
Rotor Relative Exit -46.7 -51.6 -55.6
 




Stator Exit 1189 1085 1012
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 773 686 659
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1070 1120 -1161
 




Rotor Inlet 586 671 -745
 




Stator Exit 42.29 42.36 42.30
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 36.00 36.82 37.61
 
Rotor Relative Exit 35.25 36.20 37.02
 
Stage Exit 31.37 31.16 30.93
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1508.6 1495.1 1486.4
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1447.2 1442.1 1442.0
 
Rotor Relative Exit 14.47.7 1442.6 1442.7
 




Stator 0.623 -0o651 0.662
 




Stator 0.112 0.105 0.09a
 




TABLE VII - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.167 15.407 16.533
 




Stator Exit 65.0' 64.0 63.2
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 49.5 44.5 39.1
 
Rotor Relative Exit -58.7 -61.4 -63.7
 




Stator Exit 1398 1338 1284
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 910 825 755
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1154 1196 1227
 




Rotor Inlet 574 625 670
 




Stator Exit 105.98 107.34 108.63
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 88.31 89.95 91.21
 
Rotor Relative Exit 84.50 86.45 88.0!
 
Stage Exit 73.78 73.92 73.90
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1838.0 1838.0 1838.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1756.3 1757.4 1759.6
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1757.5 1758.2 1759°9
 




Stator 0.370 0.446 0.483
 




Stator 0.077 0.079 0.080
 




TABLE VII - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14,300 15.946 17.400
 




Stator Exit 63.7 61,5 59.9
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 46.3 36.9 27.2
 
Rotor Relative Exit -58.2 -6o.8 " -63.1
 




Stator Exit 1343 1242 1168
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 862 743 "666
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1257 1290 1313
 




Rotor Inlet 580 647 705
 




Stator Exit 71.16 71.62 71.86
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 59.08 60.14 61.09
 
Rotor Relative Exit 56.64 58.20 59.38
 
Stage Exit 47.97 48.01 47.88
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1698.2 1689.9 1683.8
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1620.2 1616.8 1616.0
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1621.3 1617.7 1616.6
 




Stator 0.541 0.572 0.589
 




Stator 0.134 0.134 0.132
 




TABLE VII - VELOCITY TRIANGLE DATA FOR THREE-STAGE LP
 








Stator Exit 14.433 16.509 18.267
 




Stator Exit 62.1 59.2 57.0
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 47.0 36.3 25.7
 
Rotor Relative Exit -48.8 -53.3 -56.8
 




Stator Exit 1529 1389 1293
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1048 885 790
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1191 1245 1284
 




Rotor Inlet 585 669 741
 




Stator Exit , 45.82 46.23 46.38
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 36.06 37.00 37.80
 
Rotor Relative Exit 34.45 35.71 36.70
 
Stage Exit 29.83 29.76 29.59
 
Total Temperature (deg R)
 
Stator Exit 1553.6 1539.7 1529.7
 
Rotor Relative Inlet 1460.9 1454.1 1451.4
 
Rotor Relative Exit 1461.6 1454.6 1451.7
 




Stator 0:537 0.567 0.579
 




Stator 0.126 0,121 0.115
 
































FIGURE 1 - EFFECT OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GRADIENT ON STATOR,EXIT 
CONDITIONS (FIRST STAGE OF FOUR-STAGE LP SPOOL) 
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FIGURE,2 - EFFECT OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GRADIENT ON STATOR EXIT 
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FIGURE 3 - EFFECT OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GRADIENT ON ROTOR EXIT 
CONDITIONS (FIRST STAGE OF FOUR-STAGE LP SPOOL) 
-80 
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FIGURE 4 - EFFECT OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GRADIENT ON ROTOR EXIT 
CONDITIONS (FINAL STAGE OF FOUR-,STAGE LP SPOOL) 
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-22 Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio = 












Blade-to-Jet Speed Ratio = 0.25141 . 

















Total-to-Static Pressure Ratio = 
















5j2 Total-to-Total Efficiency = 5 2 Total-to-Static Efficiency = 
Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio = 
Total-to-Static Pressure Ratio = 
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FIGURE 5 - SCHEMATIC SIDE VIEWS OF THE THREE ALTERNATIVE TURBINE 
DESIGNS AT THE ORIGINAL MAXIMUM TIP DIAMETER 
(centimeters) (inches)
 
22 Ip Spool Performance Summary 	 55
 
55 Total-to-Total Efficiency = 0.86487
 





50 	 Total-to-Static Pressure Ratio = 4.24710
 










Total-to-Total Efficiency = 0.89176
 
0 Total-to-Static Efficiency = 0.82993
 
20
50 Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio = 3.52111
 
S Total-to-Static Pressure Ratio = 3.93915
 
0 SBlade-to-Jet Speed Ratio = 0.23999 
'U 








Total-to-Total Efficiency = 0.90626
 
Total-to-Static Efficiency = 0.84837
 
20 Total-to-Total Pressure Ratio = 3.43867
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FIGURE 6 - SCHEMATIC SIDE VIEWS OF THE THREE ALTERNATIVE TURBINE
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FIGURE 8 - VARIATION OF TOTAL-TO-TOTAL AND TOTAL-TO-STATIC ISENTROPIC
 
EFFICIENCY WITH MERIDIONAL VELOCITY GRADIENT FOR THE THREE-STAGE
 
LP SPOOL AT ORIGINAL MAXIMUM TIP DIAMETER
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FIGURE 9 - VARIATION OF ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY AND SPOOL EXIT SWIRL WITH AVERAGE STAGE
 
NEANLINE REACTION FOR THE THREE-STAGE LP SPOOL AT ORIGINAL MAXIMUM TIP DIAMETER
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FIGURE 10 - VARIATION OF ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY WITH AVERAGE STAGE 
MEANLINE REACTION FOR BOTH ORIGINAL AND REDUCED FOUR-STAGE 
LP SPOOLS (CONSTANT.SPOOL EXIT SWIRL) 
60 
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FIGURE 11 - VARIATION OF ISENTROPIC EFFICIENCY WITH AVERAGE STAGE
 
MEANLINE REACTION FOR BOTH ORIGINAL AND REDUCED FIVE-STAGE LP
 
SPOOLS (CONSTANT SPOOL EXIT SWIRL)
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FIGURE 12 - VARIATIONOF LP SPOOL TOTAL-TO-TOTAL AND TOTAL-TO-STATIC 
EFFICIENCY WITH NUMBER OF STAGES AND MAXIMUM TIP DIAMETER
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FIGURE 13 - VARIATION OF SPOOL EXIT CONDITIONS WITH NUMBER 







COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR THE HIGH-PRESSURE SPOOL
 
This appendix presents the computer output for the common hp
 
spool employed by all six of the final turbine designs. A printout of
 
the input data specified for the case appears on the first four pages,
 
followed immediately by the results of the design analysis for the spool.
 
00PROGRAM 102 - AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF AXIAL TURBINES 00 
NP SPOOL OF NASA %ULTISTAGE TWINSPOOL TURBINE
 
Off GENERAL INPUT OAT& *00
 
NUMBER OF SPOOLS - I
 
NUMBER OF SETS 	OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES * I 
NUMBER OF STREAMLINES - 9 
GAS CONSTANT a 53.35000 LEF FTVLEN Off X 
INLET MASS FLOW * 111.,Ooo0 LBR/SEC 
0 TABULAR INLET SPCtIFICATIONS &
 
RADIAL TOTAL TOTAL ABSOLUTE 
COORDINATE (IN) TEMPERATURE (0EO Ri PRESSURE (PSI) FLOW ANGLE(DES) 
14.9000 1410.00 342.4009 0.090 
66 
090SPOCL INPUT DATA 0.O 
-- DESIGN REQUIREMENTS A. 
ROTATIVE SFEED -
POWER oUTPUT 0 
10800.0 RPM 
24530@00 HP 
** ANALYSIS VARIABLES 0Q 
NUMBEROF STAgES S 2 





SPOOL POWER OUTPUT 
.49000 
.51000 
SPECIFIC-HEAT SPECIFICATION A 










































9,000( 14.1400 16.eS00 
0 COOLANT SCHEOULE 
FRACTION OF TOTAL
 






















MHIRL VELOCITY AT THE MEAN STREAMLINE a 137OT0 0 FEET PER SEC 
ROTOR I
 











WHIRL VELOCITY AT THE MEAN STREAMLINE 9 1395.6000 FEET PER SEC 
ROTOR 2
 
SOLUTION COMPUTED FOR RADIALLY CONSTANT WORK OUTPUT 
* BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION * 
TANIINLET ANOLE) * TANICXIT ANIE t *000000 * .1S25SOI . IV RATIO$* 3.60) IF IV RATIO) 4T. .00000000 
.6000000 * .60000000 * COS(EVIT ANGLE) 1 *oB000O9 *1S090000 *1V RATIO)- eel) IF IVRATIO .l .o40000 




900 OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESIGN ANALYSIS ... 
STATOR INLET I 9' 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAUIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POS1TIOh FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANLE 
(IN) (LSM/SECI (FPS) (FPS) fFPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG RI (DEG 
1 14.0000 0.00000 427.145 427.086 0.000 127.143 .18380 342.4000 2410.00 0.000 
2 141415 13.9750 427.145 426.872 0.000 427.145 .18380 342.4000 2410.00 0.000 




































































STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER PRESSLRE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
[PSI$ (CEO RI (BEST IPER IN) 
1 33-.9123 2397.35 .955 0.00000 
2 334.9123 2397.35 2.049 0.00000 
3 334.9323 2391.35 3.134 0.00000 











7 334.9023 2397.35 7.383 0.00000 
S 334.9123 2397.35 8.426 0.00000 
9 334.9123 2397.35 9.462 0.00000 
.0 SIATOR I MIXEo AND/OR COOLEOUANTITIES ** 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE TOTAL TOTAL 
NUNSER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE 
(Ps IDEGR, 
1 342.4006 2393.14 
2 342.400i 2392.14 
70 
3 342.4000 2393.14 
4 342.4000 2393,14 
5 342.4000 2393.14 
6 342.4000 2393.14 
7 342:4000 2393.1. 
8 342.4000 2393.14 
9 342.4006 Z393.14 
'0 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET I 4 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
SPE*NLINE RAQIAL MASS'FLOV MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
4UNSER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 

































14.5396 42.67416 437.Q94 435.888 1384.480 1451.839 .64530 333.0323 2393.14 72.524 
S 14.7059 S6.89887 437.094 435.207 1370.700 1438.70i .63909 333.2773 2393.14 72.385 
























































(PSI) (0E R [(DEa (PER IN) (FPS) lpPs) IPS11 COEGR (0lo) 
1 250.8971 2238.33 .955 .00000 1321.825 49.91 *2003 9 257.5735 225Z.37 13.752 



































































t 262.124* 2259.13 9.462 *.00000 1446.703 453.183 .Z0oTT 219.3017 2273.49 -16.410 















CPU)1 (DEE R) lpsI? toEO RI 
1 332.2118 2376.63 251110236. 4 
2 332.5536 2376.03 250.93 2238.60 
3 33!.801* 2"74.63 Eto9.6Soa 2afi.: 
71 
* J33.0523 2376.83 2fl.5403 23.92 
5 333.2773 2376.83 2§3.01O4 2246.S6 
6 333.4880 2376.63 264.479j 2249.20 






































(IN! (LtO/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) IPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (oEOl 
14.0500 0.00000 423.323 623.264 24.443 424.028 .19401 20O.5o074 2119.19 3.305 
2 14.6Os 14.46105 439.374 439.005 30:50 440.431 .20156 29009010 2119.19 3.974 















































9 15-6000 11S.6918 49Z.474 475.910 55.939 485.706 2243 202.0185 2119.19 6.704 
STRZAMLINE STATIC STATIC 
.STREAOLIN! 
SLOPE STREAMLINE LAO. RELATIVE 
RELATIVEMACH RELATIVETOTAL RELATWETOTAL PELATIV£FLOW 
huNmEp PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TIMPERATURt ANGLE (PSI) [DEO R (DEG) (PER IN fEPSI 3RPS) (PSI) (OEO Rj tota) 








































































5.o66 2102.49 9.462 .00000 1470.265 3494.336 .68436 243.5974 *260.63 -­71.412 




PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS 32.80 ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISINIROPIC 
-NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFIcIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENcY EFFICIENCY 'FFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 

























































0 .11633 .1002 91804 .9019 .94533 .81733 
0 MASS-AVERAGED OUANTITIES * 
STATOR SLAOE.ROW !FFICIENC - .90861 
ROTOR *LAOE.ROW EFFICIENCy . .92530 
STAGE WORK ­ 73.*4Z BTU PER LSI 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCy . STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCy -




*C STATOR R MIXED ANOOR COOLED QUANTITIES 0 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINENUMBER TOTALPRESSURE TOTALTEMPERATURE 
(PS1 (WD R) 
1 200.5074 2108.11 
2 2009018 2108.17 
3 201.2102 210 .17 










00 STATOR EXIT * ROTOR INLET 2 *. 























































* .7749 44.05195 516.176 584.717 1412.593 1503.947 .71S54 196.1135 2108.17 69.979 
5 14.9980 59.74927 516.176 513.903 1395.600 1487.99 .70734 196.4474 2108.17 69.783 














































































































































































































*e STAOE EXIT 2 ** 










































































































































































































































-- STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE fi 
STATOR ROTOR 







LOSS LOSS ROW 

















9 09 7 7 







































.09457 .07498 .0700i .92764 *92794 ,95483.9576? .96371.96470 .9Z221.92403 
9 .33999 .33891 .09377 .06691 .9282,, .96036 ,96569 .:961 
MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES 0 
STATOR BLADE.ROW EFFICIENCY - .92696 
ROTOR BLAOE.ROWEFFICIENCY 0 -94643 
STAGE WORR - 75.253 BTU PER LON 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICtENCY . .93167 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENC . .85815 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEEO RATIO a .67296 
75 



































SPOOL WORK . 148.679 STU PER 
SPOOL POWER - 24530.00 NP 
SPOOL TOTAL- T 
O 
IOTAL.PRtSSURE RAIO . 3.19030 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC.PRESSURE RATIO - 3.3019i 
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY . .92574 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY * *s8m7j 









The three alternative versions of the low-pressure spool employ­
ing the original maximum tip diameter at spool exit are presented in this
 
appendix. The computer output for the five-stage design begins on the fol­
lowing page; the four- and three-stage versions will be found on pages 93
 
and 107, respectively. In all cases, spool inlet distributions of total
 
pressure, total temperature, and absolute flow angle were obtained di­
rectly from the computer output for the hp spool.
 
Of PROGRAMTO1 . AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR TME OESIGN OF AXIAL TURBINES 9P 
OPTIMIZEO FIVE STAGE VERSION OF NASA LP SPOOL AT ORIGINAL TIP DIAMETER
 
.. OEERAL INPUT DATA *.. 
NUMBEROF SPOOLS I
NUNHER OF SETS OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES I
 
NUMBER OF STREAMLINES * 9
 
GAS CONSTANT * b33SO00 LBY FT/L8M DES R 
INLET PASS FLOW * 111.50000 LBM/SEC 
TABULAR INLET SPECIFICATIONS *
 
RADIAL TOTAL - TOTAL ABSOLUTE
 
COORDINATE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE FLOW ANGLE
 
(IN) (DEG R) (PSI) (OES)
 
14.1000 1837.9b 10.255 3.213 
14.4048 1037.96 180.7913 4.37614.6865- 1837.96 19.2294 5.1539 1
14.0511 1837.96 9fl*5 56 5.682 
15.2020 1837.96 109.8619 6.036 
15.4410 1837.96 110.1073 6.26015.6697 183796 110.332 6.382 
15.891 1837 96 110.5161 6.421
 




... SPOOL INPUT DATA ...
 
-. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS A.
 
RCTATIVE SPEED - 4646,0 RPM
 




NUMBER OF STAGES - 5
 
* POwER-OUTPUT SPLIT 4 
FRiCTIUN OF
 












9 SPECIFIC.EAT SPECIFICATION * 


































1 7.5000 14.0750 15.8500
 
2 9.000D 14.1000 16.1000
 
3 10.5000 14.1400 16.6500
 
* 12.0000 14.1800 17.2000 ­
5 13.5000 14.2200 17.7500
 
6 15.0000 14.26D0 18.3000
 
7 16.5000 14.3000 18.8500
 




t0 21.000 , 14.420 205000
 
11 22.5000 1..4600 21.0500
 
12 24.0000 14.5000 21.6000
 
13 25.5000 14.5400 22.1500
 














































-(IN) (PER SEC) 
16.5000 0.00 












(IN) (PER SEC) 
17.0000 0.00 
WHIRL VELOCITY AT THE MEAN STREAMLINE . 141.0000 FEET PER SEC 
MOTOR * 
RADIAL ERIOIONAL VELOCITY 
POSITION






(IN) *PER SEC) 
17.5000 0.00 







B4SIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION . 
TAh(INLLT ANGLE) . TANWIXIT ANGLE) f .03000000 - .15725500 . (V RATIO)-- 3.60) 
.60000000.- .80000000 - COSIEXIT ANGLE) I .o0500000 .15000000 *((V RATIO)- .600)) 
TE PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTED IN THIS MANNER MAY NOT EXCEED A LIMIT OF 
IF (V RATIO *LT. 





... OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESTON ANALYSIS ... 








































































































































STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER P*ESSLQE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
'PSI) [DEG RI [OEo) IPER IN) 
1 10.-2392 1820.87 1.241 .00666 
2 - 154.2002 1818.34 3.328 .02398 




103.6,50 154.1. 1012.20 7.069 8.7e6 05503 .06928 
















































































































































































































































































*- STAGE EXIT I 























(IN) (LRN/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) fFPSI (pSI) (DEG RE IDEB) 





















































































































1 e. L201 0739.25 1.528 0.00000 574.914 830.983 .4161 
9 



































































8 8..5905 0731.98 17.811 .O0.000 682.05% 907.004 .45522 96o148 1792.16 -63.292 
84 
B..5994 1?31.70 20.136 -.00000 697.357 915.391 .45947 97:1661 1793.00 -64.306 
A. STAGCE I PERFORMANCE --
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLIhE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS SLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
hUMRER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFtICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .17807 .71056 .06946 *14166 *9492 .88262 .92097 .67492 
2 .51433 b68z? .07385 *13899 .93737 086e06 .92304 .87568 
3 .54573 .66676 .078,1 *13605 .93395 .88989 .92528 .87677 
4 .51477 .6*653 .08335 *1331 .93016 .89362 :92737 .67750 

















a .69015 .58137 o10806 $12572 .91112 .90371 .9328 .7508 
9 .72104 .56915 .11533 *12585 .90560 .90443 .932!1 :87298 
MASS-AVERAGEO QuANTITIES . 
STATOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .92491 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .89571 
STAOE WORK v 24.194 BTU PER LBM 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . .87621 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY a .76113 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .50002" 
*0 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLIT 2 *5 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAUIAL ?ASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
hUMOER PGSIIO 
tIN) FUIwCTION ILAM/SECI VELOCITY IFPSI VELOCITY (FPS) VELOCITY [FPS) VILOCITY (FPS) NUMBER PRESSURE -(PSI) TEMPERATURE WES R) ANOLE (DEG) 
1 0.00000 *07.31 .07.*06 906.437 1003.0050 51073 06.3646 1756.20 66.028 
2 1.7074 l.68746 407.631 06.590 886.704 975.91, .49670 86.3814 1753.90 65.367 
3 15.1769 29.31492 407.631 .04.95a 859.509 951.272 .48393 86.4028 1751.99 64.773 





















? 36.9269 a8.12476 407.631 392.235 768a339 86 .7 4441 06.3816 1717.0oo 62.6 
8 17.3416 102.01222 407.631 387.717 748.663 52.443 .43273 86.3572 1746.16 62.621 
9 17.7500 117.49968 407.631 . 302.715 729.878 835.993 .42422 86.3269 1765.45 62.329 
85 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STRFAMLINE BLADE RLLATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
'PSI) (BEG R) (DCGI IPER IN) (EPS) (FPI) IPSI, (EO RI IEO) 























4 7-.6612 1607.33 8.968 - -.00000 63376, 454.329 .23102 77.3574 1102.43 26.486 
5 7S.1490 1688.82 11.298 ".00000 651.81 437.660 .22245 77.6627 1702.84 21.731 


































4' STAGE EXIT 2 * 
ABSOLUTE AHSOLUTL ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW MERIUIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NURSER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VLLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
1N) L6/SEC) (FPS) fFPSI (FPS) IFPSO IPSI) (CE6 R) [DEO) 
1 14.2600 0.00000 41,.381 415.234 "11. 
3 
4 430*R31 .2,O 
85  
69.4713 1669.81 -15.396 
2 1A.77.9 14.68638 406.800 ,05.858 -129.00 423.69 *21746 69.414b 1666.55 -16.342 














69 97 1 8 























9 08.3000 117.49107 348.04B 326.774 -,05.05R 363.55 *18696 68.9197 1655.35 .17.823 























(PSI) (DEG R) (DEI) (PER IN) (FPS) OFPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (OEO) 























* 67.2834 1649.30 8.562 .00000 64*07 855.963 .43969 76 4199 1703.29- -63.160 
5 672944 1647.98 10.871 .00000 660 40. 869.292 *44672 767*413 1703.67 .64.370 
6 67.3046 15.6.99 13.175 .0000 60682 661 .50 .45326 T7,g045 1704,29 .65,539 
7 67.3141 1646.29 15.482 .00000 700.990 893.5S6 .45942 77.3376 1705.13 -66.676 
6 67.3228 1645.83 17.800 .00000 721.391 90'.856 .46530 77.6195 1706.16 -67.790 
9 67.3306 1645.60 20.136 .00000 741.955 915.734 *47,93 77.8928 1707.40 .6.8904 





PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR S 
T 
AGE 
STREAMLihE SIATOR ROTOR LOSS LASS BLADEROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
KUMUEF REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFIICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 











































1 .51383 .46534 .10356 .1103R .91333 .91336 .93934 .89143 
8 .51663 .45330 .102b4 .1113n .91376 .91308 .93793 .09233 
9 .51872 .44528 .1O175 .11368 .91419 .91148" .93553 .e'211 
IMASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES . 
STATOR HLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .91236 
ROTOR ULADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .90355 
STAGE WORK * 24.193 BTU PER LB" 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY A .88206 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY a .79076 
STAGE BLAOE- TO JET-SPEEO RATIO a .52949 
at STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 3 A. 





































































































































fpsil (DEG R) (DEO) (PER IN) IFPS) (FPSI (PS1 (DEG RI (BED) 







































































fl STAGE EXIT 3 A-
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAUI.L MASS-FLOd PERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AOSOLUTE HACH . TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMOER PCSITION FUICTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VkLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (LgSEC) (FPSI (FPSI (FPS) 5(PS0 (o) R COEC) 
1 1..3400 0.00000 398.536 398.394 -114.47, 414.649 .41791 54.3348 1582.67 -16.031 











































































STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAHLIhE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSuRE TEVPERAURE ANGLE CURVAIURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PS11 COED N) 0DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (CEO A) (CEOO 
1 52.6355 1569.06 1.528 .00000 51 .401 801.914 .42142 59.2005 1617.78 -60.208 
2 52.0476 1505.93 3.901 .00000 407.568 525.7OR .43447 59.6464 1606.73 .62.045 




































938.Q0j .48789 ,495Q3 61:6S49 61 9421 1620.46 1622.39 -70.335 *73.S43 











LOSS LOSS SLACE ROW 







1 .44133 .60943 .11776 *14944 .90%13 8A292 .92803 .66116 
2 .*4030 .54311 .1I484 .12683 .90656 .89905 .93553 .07404 
3 .45755 .49275 *1 221 .11437 .90791 *90923 .94005 .88332 
4 .*6300 .45523 .10970 .1077i .90929 .91495 .94215 .0970 
5 .46688 .42826 .10?24 .10490 .91071 .91782 .94258 .094.0 
88 








. 1noon .91364.qlS Ie .91723 .91429 .93923.93556 .89769.89662 
9 .66958 .39764 .09772 .l154n .91673 *90969 .93040 :89*50 
MASS-AVERAGED QnAnTITIES 
STATOR BLADE*ROW EFFICIENCY S .91079 
ROTOR OLAUE..ROdEFFICIENCY * .91092 
STAGE WORK r 26.194 BTU PER LB-
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY 0 .88872 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY a .80592 
STAGE BLACE- TO JET'SPECO RATIO A , .55471 
0 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 4 *' 























(IN) (LM/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) [DEG RI (DE) 













































































9 19.9500 117.49983 346.508 325.328 638.602 726.553 .35732 53.3228 1566.88 63.006 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE GLACE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NURSER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 























3 .6.1611 i517.09 6.820 -. 00000 647.255 3 1a89A .20416 47.4673 1527.98 25.017 
* 46.8572 1518.38 9.253 .00000 676.777 359.So .19211 47.8268 1528.01 15.650 
5 47.0776 1519.67 11.579 -. 00000 705.002 68.373 .18608 46.1825 1528.72 6.053 


































A- .TAAF EXIT A­









NUMBER PCSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VLLOCTTY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 











































484.Z41480.619 -19.937 j9*423 


























































(PSI) (DEG RI (DEG) IPE IN) (FPS) -FPS) (PSI] (BEa R) [CEO) 
40.5360 14-1.13 1.528 -.0000 64*464 009.702 .*3722 46,0j77 - 1530.54 .60.2.7 























































































PRESSURF STATOR ROTOR ROTOR S 
T 
AGE 
STREAMLINE sTAICR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLAoE R W BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
hUM0EA REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 








































.459B6 .37700 - .3773 .10377 .10024 .09916.10306 .91268.91503 .92256.91191 .94103.937.9 .90148.9009 
8 .*57j .3B*64 .09667 .10903 .91749 .9 372 .93125 eoil 
9 .45273 .39754 .09301 .11762 .92007 .90606 .92283 .89286 
- MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES * 
90 
51ATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY .91071 
ROTOR 8LADE-ROW EFFICIENCY * .9164A 
STAGE WORK * 24.194.BTU PER LBm 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY a .89349 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY v .81145 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .57701 
























































































































































































































































9 36.7125 3432.21 20.136 0.00000 853.45, -03.302 .22146 37.9420 1444.47 .30.775 
- STAGE EXIT S 









hUMQFR POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) ILUM/SEC) (FPS) IFPSI (FPS) (FAS (PSI) (DEO R) (Eo] 





































































































































































































go9STAGE 5 PERFORMANCE 49 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLOhE STATOR ROTOR tOSS LOSS GLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
RUMBER REACTION REAcTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EF!ICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
S .*.O48 .6969? .12573 .16647 .90191 o"7594 .93Z41 .60 
2 .42155 .57274 .12065 .32345 .90414 .90332 .94325 875 
3 .43029 .48985 11594 .1026A .90653 .91934 ,94960 688931 






































NASSA&VERAGED QUANTITIES 4 
STATOR 8LAOF-ROV EFFICIENCY . .91207 
ROTOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .91A97 
STAGE WORK W 24.19, BTU PER LAM 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY a .89406 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY * .81419 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .59873 
92 
&*e SPOOL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY ("ASS-AVERA0EO QUANTITIES) ** 
STAGE
 
STATOR ROTOR STAGE STAGE BLAOE- TO
 
STAGE BLADE-ROW BLADE-HOW STAGE TOTAL STATIC JET-SPEED
 




1 .92491 .89574 24.L94 .87621 .76113 *Sz000
 
2 .91236 .90355 24.193 .88206 .79076 .52949
 
3 .91079 .91092 24.194 .88972 .80592 .55471
 
* .91071 .91644 24.194 *8934q .611* 5 .57701
 
5 .91207 .91697 24.19, *8906 .61419 " *59873
 
SPOOL WORK * 120.96R BTU PER LON 
SPOOL POWER . 20110.12 HPSPOOL TOTAL To TOTAL-PRESSURF RATIO . 3.46883
 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC-PRESSURE RATIO . 3.56AOe
 
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY s .90085
 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY a .88388
 
SPOOL OLADE" TO JET-SPEEO RATIO . .25988
 
93 
t0 PROGRAM T02 - AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF AXIAL TURBINES 00
 




*G. GENERAL INPUT nATA ...
 
NUMBER OF SPOOLS * I
 
NUMBER OF SETS OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES a I
 
NUMBER OF STREAMLINES - 9
 
GaS CONSTANT . 53.35000 LBF FT/LBM DEB R
 
INLET MASS FLOW . 117.50000 LBM/SEC
 





COORDINATE TEMPERATURE PnESSURL FLOW ANOLL
fIN) (OE R) (PSI) (oEGI
 
14.1000 1037.96 1o8.2256 3.213
 
9
14.4049 1837.96 1n8.7 13 4*376 
14.686% 1:37.96 109,2293 5.153614.9511 1837.96 109.575 5.682 
IS.z020 1837.96 1 9.8619 6.036
 
15.4410 1837.96 110.1073 6.260
 
15.6697 1037.96 110.3232 6.382
 
15.8891 163796 110,5164 6.421
 
16.1000 1837.96 110.691? 6.392 
94 
... SPOOL INPUT OITA ...
 
04 DESION REQUIREMENTS 0.
 
ROTATIVE SPEED * *646.0 RPM 
POWER OUTPUT 20110.0 HP
 
fl ANALYSIS VARIABLES fl 
NUMBEROF STAGES x 4 
* POWER-OUTPUT SPLIT 4 









DESIGN STATION NUMBER SPECIFIC HEAT
 
















STATION NUMBER AXIAL POSITION HU RADIUS CASING RADIUS­
95 
1 7:b00 1.0750 15.85005:8500016.1002 9:0000 
3 10.7000 0.15oo L6.7a75
 
4 12.4000 1..a00 G 17,47.l
 
5 1.. 10I0*.b0 18.1625
 
6 35.0000 14.3000 18.8500

7 7.500o0 14.3b00 19.5375
 
8 19.2000 14.4000 20.2250
 
9 20.9000 144500 20.9L25
 
10 22.6003 I4.SOOO 21.6000
24.3000FI 14.Sboo 22.2875 























(INI (PER SEC) 
16.0000 0.00 


















(IN) 1PER SEC, 
16.5000 0.00 













fIN) (PER SECI 
17.0000 V.00 





-(IN) (PER SEC) 
17.0000 -200.00 
* BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION * 
- -
TANGINLET ANGLE) * TANIEXIT ANGLE)
..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .... *TIMES­
9 *03000000 . .15725500 A (V RATIO)-- 3.60) IF (V RATIO) LT. .60000000 
.600000 * .00000000 * C1SCEALT AN.L3) I *03500000 . .15000000 .I(V RATIO)- .600)) IF IV RATIO) .OE. *Goooooo 
TPE PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTED IN THIS MANNER MAY NOT EXCEED A LIMIT OF 2.00000000 
97 
... OUTPUT OF SPOOL OESIGN ANALYSIS ... 
STATOR INLET I * 











NUMBER PCSITIO FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 














































































9 16.1000 111.49B39 690,800 664.252 74,451 694.0Ol .34221 310.6928 1837.96 6.392 
STREAMLINE 
STREAMLINE STATic STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
(PSI) IIIEGPI (0DE) IPER IN) 
1 3o0.986 1821.13 1.320 .0049 
23 104.2513 101.1511 3818.553816.28 3.562 5.630 .07080 U1754 
* 103.9906 3834.17 7.569 .06511 
5 10J.7945 1812.09 9.402. .08172 
6 103.5392 109.97 11.147 .09752 
7 103.2326 1807.76 12.812 .11261 
8 102.8744 1805.41 14,406 *12706 
9 102.4639 1802.90 15.936 .21092 
0 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET I o 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW MERIOIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBEA PcSITtON FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANLE 
(IN) (LBO/SEC) (FPS) (FPS (FPS) [FPS) (PSI) (DIG A) IEG) 
1 1-.1500 0.00000 5Q3. 99 7  503.779 1090.314 1200.9 4 .60329 106.4089 1837.96 65,197 
2 1.505O 14.68737 503.997 502.496 1077.005 1189:097 .59696 106.9429 1837.96 64.988 
3 1.0500a 9,3474 503.997 500.152 1062.511 1175.986 .59000 107.3528 1637.96 64.79 
98 

































































































































































9 89.3924 1752.00 22.019 .00000 680.b32 b,8B3 .28893 94.4674 1776.29 31.252 





















































































































































































































































771.2712 is99.S 22.019 .00800 7O.506 1027.6iA ;52o6 92.250 1 -88.0.. 
0* SIAGE I PERFOq4ANCE *0 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREA.LIhE STATR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTRDPIC 
hUHdEq REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
























































. 63863 .56304 .12504 917100 .90134 .88062 .91728 .85794 
- NASSnAVERAOEO QUANTITIES . 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .92213 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .85862 
STAGE WORN. 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY A 
32.056 BTU PER LBT 
.85272 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCy . .75354 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .43533 
0O STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 2 --
STREAMLINE RAUIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE 
ABSOLUTE
MACH ABSOLUTE TOTAL ABSOLUTE TOTAL ABSOLUTE FLOW 
NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN, ILBM/SECI (FPS) 0FPS) (FPSI (FPS) (PST) (DEG 0) (EG 
1 14.250u 0.00000 404.481 404.30b 1048.404 1123.724 .58003 78.4397 1728.18 68.911 
2 14.7983 14.68734 404.481 403.215 1012.828 1090.608 .56245 78.5607 1725.66 68.292 
3 15.4210 29.37468 404.481 .01.237 980.66. 1060.805 .54665 78.6523 1723.31 67.748 
4 15.283 44.06202 404.481 390:473 951.224 1033.649 - .53228 787197 1721.69 67.271 
S 16.3105 58.74936 *04.481 394,999 924.000 1009.653 .51906 79.7674 1720.12 66.554 








































































































































9 67.99M9 1653.22 22.019 -.00000 736.38d *15, as .21321 70.0890 1665.88 1*.0o5 
-4 STAGE EXIT 2 'A 













































































































































ANGLE (PSI) (OEG R) (OEGI (PER N) IFPS) (FPS) (PSI) ODEGR) CDEOI 

























































































44 STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE .. 
101 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE POW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIFNT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
! .46562 .66811 .14027 .21103 *89246 .84204 .89676 .82235 
3 
.47593 
























































MASS-AVERAGED UUANTITIES 0 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY w .89238 
ROTOR BLADE-ROg EFFICIENCY S .8e549 
STAGE WORK - 30.847 BTU PER LON 
STAUE TOTAL EFFICIENCY W .85868 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . .71121 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-sPEEO RATIO . ..l072 
@0 STATOR EX1T - ROTOR INLET 3 *. 









NUMBER PCStiON FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEPPERATURE ANGLE 
'Ii) ILHM/SEC) IFRS) (FPS) IFPS) (FPS) (PSI) IDEG R) (DEO) 















































































































































































































STAGE EXIT 3 0 









NU..ER PC$ITION FUNCTIOv VELOCIITY VELOCIT VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (LMM/SEC) tFPS) tFPS) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) OEG) 
1 1,.4000 0.00000 419.400 419.219 -261.d23 494*099 .26586 42.7121 1511.96 -33.928 
























































8 1.8 n212.81357 334.581 315.487 -211.'71 J95.S9 .21422 42.3173 1488.09 -33.834 
9 20.4250 117.50122 322.317 298.807 .198.483 378,528 .20466 42.2325 1487.17 .33.594 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC 
STREAMLINE 











NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VLLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
'PSI) (OEG RI (DEG) (PER IN) IFPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (CEO) 
1 40.7380 1493.63 1,685 .00000 583.833 943.407 .50762 48.2775 1560.45 -63,615 
23 40.79364.0 d453 
1488.463404.49 4.2956.862 *00000 ..o000 614.191643.9 
95 966.669905,764 .52304,53204 48.775149.2019 1558.611557.44 .65.367-66 549 
4 40.8943 1481.51 9.391 .00000 673,332 1001.989 .54134 49.575o 1556.89 .67.823 
5 4-1i9345 1479.31 11.900 :00000 702.482 1016.646 .54967 49915 1 691 -69.039 
40.972a 1477.76 14.405 00000 731.569 155747 -7029 
































LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW 










1 .46975 .57088 .14883 .16474 .88552 .87560 .91424 .84054 
2 .48287 .50303 .14676 .14026 .A8583 .89226 .92367 .85541 
3 .*9249A317 *14477 .12717 .88627 .90255 .92936 .86601 
.49996 .41199 *342s6 .12042 .88704 .90826 .93217 .87342 





.50712 .36376 35227 .13737.13450 .H1 76j.1)81 .8894 .89102 .91080 .91057 .93246 .93033 i8o109 .88360 
.50577 .34777 *13147 .12-04 .89274 .90759 .92672 .88351 
50276 34922 .0e28 .2303s .89462 .90282 .92151 .89162 
4 MASS-AVERAOED QUANTITIES 0 
STATOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .88882 
ROTOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCy a .90,17 
STAGE WaRK . 29.637 BTU PER LtM 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY Q 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . 
.87295 
.783S8 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO g .50665 
04 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 4 *6 









NUMBER PCS1TIO. FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) ILBM/SECI (FPSI (FPS) (FPS) IFPS) (PSI) (oEG R) (OE) 
1 0.00000 370.215 3700.55 1059.047 1121.891 .61966 41.3005 1511.95 ?0.739 




































88.12426 jo . 8 j163 370.215 370.215 352.W6 348262 794.753 765.233 876.751 850.003 .48182 .46684 41.6418 41.6291 1469.56 1488.11 .055 65.529 





















































































8 36.0426 1433.86 39.930 -.00000 419.670 374.196 .20550 37*O786 1444.37 .8,884 
9 36.3233 1436,04 R2.019 -. 00000 847.876 386.251 .21196 37*4349 1447.24 .17.792 
-- STAGE EXIT 4 -­
104 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL PASS-FLOW MEHIOIONAL 'AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
hUmBER POSITION FUNCTION VLLOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VLLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEVPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (LBM/SEC) (FPS) IFPS) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (OEG R) (CEO) 





























































4 5 4 
f1O. 53 3 
15.2 9 2 
-17:708 
21.6oo 317.50363 317.247 29-.106 .8B*34q 329.319 .18455 30.2910 1377.92 .16 720 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE SATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURL TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
'PSI) (DEG R) (OEG) tPER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) IDEG R) (DO) 






































































Of STAOE 4 PERFORMANCE *4 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE 5TATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .4402 .74661 .15415 .21115 R88545 .84870 .91465 *2439 
2 .45516 .61927 .14988 .16035 .8864A .87997 .92795 .84699 
3 .46500 .52855 .14564 .12907 .08798 .90175 *93TT8 .86468 














































. HASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES . 
105 
STATO SLAQE-ROW EFFICIENCy .89270 
ROTOR SLADO.RQW EFFICIENCY A .90586 
STAGE WORK. 28.42S STU PER LAN 
STAGETOTAL EFFICIENCY . .A7437 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY a .79984 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEEQ RATIO . .54636 
106 


















































SPOOL WORK * 
SPOOL POWER . 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO TOTAL-PRESSURE PATIO . 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC.PRESSURE RATIO a 
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
SPOOL STATICEFFICIENCY . 
SPOOL BLAOE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . 







*8 PROGRAM TO2 - AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF AXIAL TURBIhES *0 
OPTIMIZED IHREE STAO VERSION OF NASA Lo SPOOL AT OBSOINAL TIP DIAMETER
 
*0C GEERAL INPUT DATA ***
 
NUMBER OF SPOOLS . I 
NUMBER OF SETS OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES . I 
NUMBER Of STREAMLINES . 9
 
OAS CONSTANT . N3.35000 LSF FT/LGV CEO R
 
INLET MASS FLOW . 117.SO000 L8MNSC
 
A TABULAR INLET SPECIFICATIONS 0 
RAOIAL TOTAL TOTAL ABSOLUTE
 
COORDINATE TEMPERATURE PRESSURE FLOW ANOLE
 
(IN) (DEO RI IPSI) IDEG)
 
14.1000 1837.96 106.2256 3i213
 
1..4048 1837.96 100.7913 4.376
 
14.6865 1837.96 109.2291 5153
 
14.9b11 1837.96 109.575b 5.682
 
15.2020 1837.96 1o9,8614 6.036
 
15.4410 1837.96 I11i1074 6.260
 
15.6697 1837.96 11*3234 6:382
 
IS.8891 1837:96 110.5164 6.421
 




f*0 SPOOL INPUT DATA 00# 
CESION PEQUIREKFNTS *-
ROTATIVE SPEED -
POWER OUTPUT S 
*6A6.O20110.00 RPM HP 
fl ANALYSIS VARIARLES *-
NUMBER OF STAGES S 4 










SPECIFICEHAT SPECIFICAIJO N A 
STATION NUMBER SPECI IC HEAT 
I0TU/LbM DEG R3 
2 .27500 

























15.S0004 14.3v0c 19.8500 
17.0000 14.3667 19.7667 
19.000n 14,4334 20.6534
 
a 21.0000 I4.SVO 21.6coo
 
9 23.0000 14.6T 2225167
 

























































* BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION 
-
1ANIINLET ANGLE) * TANtEXIT ANGLE) 
.----------------------------------------
.60000000 * *0000000 - COSI(EMT ANGLE) 
-TIMES. 
1 .03000000 * 
*O55O00oo0* 
.15705500 iV RATIO)-- 3.60) 
.15000000 e€ty RATIO)- .600) 
IF 
IF 
IV RATIO) *LT. 
IV RATIO) .0E. 
.60000000 
.6000000 
T'M PAESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTEo IN TMIS MANNER MAY NOT EACEEO A LIMIT OF 2.00000000 
... OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESIGN ANALYSIS .. 
e STATOR INLET IeA 









NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VtLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (LHM/SEC) (F5) (FPS) [FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG RI (CEO) 














































































STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER PRbSSIURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
(PSI) (DEG H) (DEG) (PER IN) 











4 104.008? 1814.19 8.278 .07903 
5 103.7608 1611.93 10.276 .09886 
6 103.450. 1O9.57 12.172 .11767 
7 103.0771 1807.06 13.978 .13559 
a 102.6399 1R04.37 15.703 .15271 
9 102.1375 1801.47 17.354 .16909 
00 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 1 * 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW HERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSITIO1 FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 

























































































9 17.0167 117.49731 492.137 447.381 111.716 1115.776 .61117 107.4912 183?.96 68.079 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STEAMLINE BLAODE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUmER PPLSSUIE TEWPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VtLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
IPSIl 0DEG A) (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (OEG A) (DEG) 















































7 82.9654 1723.29 19.235 0.00000 S62.506 697.012 .35116 89.9927 1758.58 46.734 
0 83.7245 1726.96 21.940 0.00000 676.270 672.177 .33826 90.2901 1759.78 45.085 
9 84388 3730.62 24.624 0.00000 689.92S 64835A *3583. 90.5700 1761.13 43.314 
Sl5TAGE EXIT 1 * 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAUtAL MABS-FLOW MEIDOIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PCSIIION FUCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VLLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (Lo/SEC) IFPS) FFPS) (FPS) lrPSI (PSI) (DEG R) (CEO) 
1 j4.233. 0.00000 452.632 452.381 -392.424 599.060 .30555 72.6870 1699.38 -o. 9 4o 



















































355.4136. &,.97 , 









STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RtLATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (UEG 41 (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS (FPSI M (DE1G0I0 R (OED) 


































5 60.7690 1665.17 13.288 .00002 652.232 1122,313 .57372 8b.2126 1758.20 -08.464 
6 64.8694 1664.36 16.098 .00002 670.786 1132.28& .57900 85.666S 1758.84 -69.316 
7 69.9650 1663.61 1.916 -. 00002 689.397 1141.482 .58383 86.0911 £759.63 -70.177 
8 69.0556 3663.15 21.7S3 .. 0002 708.13M 1149,844 . .S819 86.4832 1760.59 .71.047 
113 
6 .143S 1663.05 t4.623 -. 00002 727.09, 1157.112 ;59,93 06'8324 1761.72 -7i26 
0. STAGE I PERFORMANCE --
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENtRUPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUmBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFEICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .34576 .Ro987 .09673 .3311R *92698 .7763! .84481 .79271 
2 .37802 .77016 *o792 .31391 .92572 .78806 .852S7 .80129 






































9 .50305 .56015 .11876 .2339. A9.8 *65035 .....1 :83473 
Q ASS*AVERAGED QUANTITIES . 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY S .91600 
ROTOR BLAOE.ROW EFFICIENCY . .81742 
STAnE WORK a 40.322 BTU PER LON 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
STAGE SuATIC EFFICIENCY . .81952.72539 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED PATIO .39536 
STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLLT 2 1-
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAODIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AOSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBR PCSITIOh FUCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY V&LOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
fIN) (Lq/SEC$ (FPSI (FFPS) (FPS) tFPS) (PSI) (DEG A) - OEG) 
1 14-J00 0.00000 391.484 397.264 1251.022 1312.650 .69058 69.2520 1699.38 72.383 
2 
3 
I4-95623S.5759 14.6664 29.37329 397.484 397.484 395.858 393.343 1203.557 1161.722 1e67.4951t27.840 .66564 .64385 69.526769.7467 - 1696.40 1693*82 71.794 71.295 
4 Ib.3667 4405993 397484 389:877 124.178 1192.300 .62446 69.9185 1691.55 70,873 
5 16:.7342 50.74S57 397,404 305,575 1090000 1160.213 :60692 70,0536 1689.56 7O,519 
6 17.2830 73.43321 397.484 380.519 1058.Sln 1130.180 *59087 701505 1687.81 70 227 
7 1UI66 90.11985 397.404 374,768 1029.188 1103.278 .57602 70.2377 1686.29 69.991 
8 1".3381 102.80650 397.484 368.65 1081.612 1077.S99 .56211 70.2939 1685.00 69.808 
9 1 .B*50 0 117,49314 397.484 361.340 97S..R2 1053.299 .54805 70.3206 1603.99 69.673 
114 













































3 53.3411 1582.72 8.278 .00002 631 .Il 662.66a .34748 57.7839 1615.08 53.430 
4 54.3032 3606.78 11.228 .00002 655.46P 614.564 .32185 58.1669 1614.61 50.246 
5 51l09 1590.31 14.061 o00002 678.*47 b72."45 *9930 58.5335 1614.49 46.865 
6 55.9086 3093.60 ]6.800 .00002 700.121 634.796 .27948 58.89 1614.6A 43.237 
8 592 96.8 394 .00002 72235 02.035 26216 59.2376 1615.17 39.308 
51.2062 599.63 22.068 .0002 743.499 473.937 .44722 59.5824 1615.98 35.019 
9 51.7691 1602.23 e4.623 .00002 764,254 450,094 .23458 59.9263 1617.16 30.302 
-- STAGE EXIT 2 A 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAOI.L MASS-FLOW NERIOIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AbSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PCSITION FU.cTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
IIN) (LRN/SEC) [FPS) (FPS) (FPS) [FPS) (PSI) ICED RI (CEO) 
1 ..3667 0.00000 .35.414 435.172 -406.265 595.514 .31660 46.3720 1558.48 -43.032 
2 IS.0629 14.68E46 423.811 422.361 -.10.581 b90.079 .31428 46.4668 1S52.45 -46.194 
3 1' 7448 2q.37692 412.446 408.720 -411.0I 682,278 .31060 46.5291 1547.14 -45.161 


































































UMBER PkESS0RE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER- PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 













































5 43,8550 1515,30 13.337 0.00000 692.626 1159.522 .61981 56,3239 1615.gs .70,830 
6 
7 





a 4-1292 1511.13 21.760 0.00000 773.10 1190.007 .63700 57.4525 1617.05 -73.729 
9 A.2039 2510.83 24.62* 0.00000 801.421 1197.942 .66131 5707495 1618.17 *74.691 





PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STQEAMLIhE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE Row BLADE ROW TSENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
KU$HLR RLACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFEICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
I Z45637 .72207 .18761 .31491 .6901 .79102 .85329 .76601 























































9 .50584 .37572 .10432 .1809, .86213 .68209 .91136 84936 
M"ASS-AVERAGEO QUANTITIES . 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY .86551 
ROTOR SLAOE.ROV EFFICIENCY * .8562S 
STAGE WORKA 40.323 BTU PER LRM 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . .02114 
STAGULSTATIC EFFICIENCY . *73191 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO - .41203 
00 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 3 *. 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE AESOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAOIAL MASS-FLOW PERIOIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AUSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
hUIUER PCSTION FUNCTION VtLOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VtLOCITY NUMSER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(N) ILa$/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FP5) (FPS) (PSI) IBEG R) IDEG) 
1 1..433- 0.00000 410.131 *09.910 1390176 1449.702 .00581 43.55S0 1558.43 73.575 











































































STREAMLINE RELATIVE REL TIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRtSSLHE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) [CEO R) (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) IFPS3 (PSI) IbEG R lOG) 




































S 33.199. 112t. 19 4.6b -.00002 725.38S b96.348 .32511 35.6241 1453.26 46.91Y 
6 3J.Vo35 1431.03 17.156 ".00002 755.Zs1 .40.900 .29753 35.967T 1.52.91 *l..83 
7 3-6.511 1.3..52 19.726 -. 00002 783.959 499.R59 .2?762 36.3027 1453.20 36.506 
a 3S.U07 137 82 R2.210 -. 00002 811.64 466.767 .25615 36.6336 1454.11 30.408 
9 34.6.'O "441n7 l..623 -. 00002 839.687 41.19S *24195 369644 14SS.64 23.633 
e STAGE EXIT 3 " 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 














































































.20.710 102.8110? 367.079 3.0..81 .228.00, 32.1025 .24326 28.317? 13 .0-33.777 
9 21.6000 137.49830 3S2.256 320.225 033-129 11. 14 .23181 8 336 .06 -33.646 
STREAMLINE STATIC SIATIC 
STREAMLINE 









NUMBER PPkSSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VtLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (DEG R) I0ES) IPER IN) [FPS) "FPS) IPSI) (0EG RI (0EG) 
1 2e.9766 1390.79 1.909 .00002 58788n 917.415 .50874 32.0194 1462.94 .59.153 
2 27.0066 0388.67 4.890 .00002 625.674 965.422 .53731 32.6821 1459.72 .61.965 































T 1829 1359.41 18.975 .00002 801.70 1111.916 .62546 35.1181 1453.65 -70934 
a 21.2105 13S.30 21.778 .0002 639.691 1129.032 .63558 35.4395 14S4.47 .72.293 
9 27:2345 1356.14 24.623 .00002 75,5IS 1144.40 .64453 35.?281 1455.96 .?3.612 




'PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
O .4107A .98507 .19053 .40619 .97555 04665 .85933 .75498 
2 .4287b .63062 .1741 .32730 .8424 .78720 .8ST559 .77965 
3 .44239 .70458 .185Z4 .2689" .78?30A .82044 .89103 .80149 
4 .,5377 .62423 .19312 .22392 .87231 .84039 .90501 *82093 
5 .45722 .55241 .18062 .19095 .87218 .87060 .91659 083761 
117 
6 4594% ..9517 .17777 i?2?7 .87250 *B8546 .9236 85036 

















- RASS-AVERAGEO QUANTITIES . 
STATOR LAUEROU EFFICIENCY a .07337 
ROTOR HLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .05341 
STAGE WORK a 40.323 8TU PER LON 
STAGE TOTAL. EFFICIENCY 
-
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY - .S2R82.75948 
STAGE GLADE. TO JET-SPEEO RATIO . .44586 
118 





































SPOOL WORK . 
SPOOL POWER * 
sPOOL TOTAL. TO TOTAI.PRESSURE RATIO .SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC-PRESSURE RATIn a 
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY a 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIEN(y A 
SPOOL BLAOE- TO JET'SPEED RATIO . 













The three alternative versions of the low-pressure spool employ­
ing the reduced maximum tip diameter at spool exit are presented in this
 
appendix. The computer output for the five-stage design.begins on the
 
following page; the four- and three-stage versions will be found on pages
 
136 and 150, respectively. In all cases, spool inlet distributions of
 
total pressure, total temperature, and absolute flow angle were obtained
 
directly from the computer output for the hp spool.
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11 PROGR.A TOYl- AEODYNMIC OtLCvt.TrO.S-FR "E OLSIVU OF AXI*4 IV$UINCS 10 
CPTIMIZEO FIVE STAGE VERSION OF NASA LP %POOL AT REDUCEDTIP DIAMETER 
.. 69ERAL INPUT DATA A.. 
RUP.SE OF S'OOLS * I
 
NUMBER OF SETS Of ANALYSIS VA01AL" A I
 
*UUNO OF SREAM4INt. A 9 
046 CONSTANT a 53.3S000 LRT rT/LM Rd N 
INLET MASS FLOW 4 1l7*30O00 LtbMISEC 
4 TAIULAR 3M.IT SPECIFITIONS 
RADIAL TOTAL TOTAL aSOoLUIE 
CO0OINATE T!NPIRATUUE PGE5SUft FLOWANGL.E
 (iN) WEO py toSt) 4 )
 
14.1000 1637.96 00.t22") 3.213 
16.469 193?.96 l9,913 4.376
 
14.b60s 1837,* 19.2293 S.153
 
I4.511 131,94 Ia9,37S* S.682 
1S.1420 1831.94 10 9 .8619 6:036 
15.469? 1417.6 11#.33& 6.35z
 
15.S49l 1837.96 11O.3st& 6.42t
 
16.1000 1637.96 310.6910 6.39
 
... SPOOL INPUT DATA ...
 
*G DESIGN REQUIRENENTS 00 
RPNROTATIVE SPEED * .6*0 
POWER OUTPUT a 20110.00 HP 
tA ANALYSIS VARIARLES ** 












0 SPECIFIC-HEAT SPECIFICATION 0 
DESIGN STATION NUMBER SPECItIC MEAT 





0 *2 I00 
7 .6800 





* ANNULUS SPECIFICATION A 
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I 7.5000 14*0750 IS .400
 
2 9.0000 14.1000 L6.1000
 
3 10.5000 14,.100 16.3600
 
4 12.0000 1"*.d00 16.6200
 
5 13.5000 I4.2d0 16 6O00
 
b 1%o0000 37 1400
14.2600 * 
7 16.5000 14.3000 17.4000
8 18.0000 14.3400 17.6600
 
9 19.5000 14.3600 17.9200
 
10 21.0000 t4..200 18.1600 
11 22.5000 14.4600 18.4,00
12 24.0000 14,5000 187000 
13 25.5000 14.5400 10.9600
 
























































(IN) (PER SEC) 
16.5000 0.0 










(IN) IPER SECT 
11.0000 0.00 













(IN) (PER SEC) 
17.5000 0.UO 











BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION A 
V -
TANIINLET ANLL) 0 TANIEKIT ANOLE)
---------------------------------------- -"TIMES. 
.60000000 * *800000oa A COSIEAIT ANOLE) 
0 .03)00000 * .15,ZSSOQ - IV RATIO)-- 3.60) 
1 *os50000o A .1oo000 JIV RATIO)- .600)) 
IFIV RATIO) .t. 
IF Iv RATIO) .OE. 
o60000000 
.60000000 
ThE PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTED IN THIS MANNER MAY NOT EXCEED A LIMIT OF Z.OOOOOIO 
125 
*S0 OUTPUT OF SPOOL-DESIGN ANALYSIS 0l* 









































































































































STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
IPSI) (DG R$ (OEO) (PER IN) 
1 103*U9 - 1l1y.40 1.241 .00666 
2 103.8863 19170. 2.507 .00568 
3 103.8734 1815.19 3.688 .00476 
4 103.0630 1013.70 4.808 .00390 
5 10.6592 112.48 S.H79 .0307 
6 104.8498 1811.41 6.913 .00226 
7 103.0467 110.50 7.913 .00149 
a 104.".50 1809.68 8.086 .00073 
9 103.8469 1808.94 9.834 -.00000 
** STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLLT I A 









NUMBER PCSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(Ih) (LB/MSEC) (FFS) (FPS) (FPS (FPS) (PSI) (CEG RI (DEO) 
I 1i.1400 0.00000 569R58 569.656 968.93. 1039.12? .51806 107.194 1837.96 56.752 
2 3..389 14.68050 b69.858 569.251 966.705 1037.264 .51709 107.6864 1837.96 56.703 
































































STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEOPEHATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE AMBLE 




































































































A- STAGE EXIT I A. 












VELOCITY A$SOLUTEVELOCITY MACHNURCHE TOTALPRESSURE TOTALTEOPERATUR FLOWFNOLE 














































































































































































































a3.30ot 172e.52 9.03. 0.00000 673 .dt! 970.339 .4883. 97.3843 1791.40 -ST;01& 




PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR S 
T 
AGE 
StREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS RLAOE ROW SLAOE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 






































6 59477 .64182 .07141 *10313 .93994 .91880 *93629 .69218 
7 .60871 .62980 .07335 .10149 .93A39 .92058 .93746 .89320 
d 62170 :61880 :07514 .10006 .93692 :92214 :93846 .89412 
9 63368 .60876 .07662 .0988, .93552 .92350 .93930 .89492 
9 MASS-AVERAGEO QUANTITIES 0 
STATOR BLAUE.ROW EFFICIENCY * .94101 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY &91658 
STAGE WORK 24.194 BIU PER LBM 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY * .89090 
SA0E STATIC EFFICIENCY v .7204& 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO a .47986 
*9 STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 2 . 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOL IE AllSOLUE 





















































5 15.6137 58.74984 553.538 550. 26 811.000 981.899 .SOOS? 86.8027 1749.23 55.826 
6 15.9404 73.43730 h53.538 549.529 793.091 967:160 .49293 86.7817 1747.97 53.282 
7 16.2599 88.12476 553.538 548:288 776.099 9S3.275 .48574 86.7574 1746.81 54.760 
8 16.5730 102.81222 553.538 546.91 759.910 940.150 .47895 86.7303 1749.73 54.255 
9 16.8800 117.49969 553.538 354 05 744.464 927.702 .47251 86.7006 , 1744.72 53.773 
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(PSI) (OLO RI (DEO) PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (CEO) 
1 71.9619 1675,39 1.528 -. 00000 576.535 638.466 .32581 77,1991 1705.2 29.899 
72,4558 1616.16 2.662 -.00000 591.265 620..77 .31656 77.4264 1704.33 26.885 














































a 7..6281 1681.07 8.875 -.00000 671.935 560.467 .28553 78.7740 1704.05 9.139 
9 74.8971 1681.76 9.034 -.00000 684.382 556.789 .28359 79.0005 1704.44 6.286 
00 STAGE EXIT 2 *6 









NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VLLOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANOLE 
[IN) (LHM/SEC) IFPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (lEG RI (SEG) 
1 14.2600 0.00000 577.815 577.609 -139.703 594.463 .30594 69.8446 1669.17 -13.597 






































































































































































































PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR 
LOS LOS$ BLAODEROW 
















































































4 MASS-AVERAGEO QUANTITIES 
STATOR BLAOE.0OW EFFICIENCy . .92941 
ROTOR OLADE-RO EFFICIENCy a .92520 
STAGE WORK A 24.193 BTU PER LOH 
STANGtTOtAL EFFICIPSCyTG tp 2.6930TPEtO 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY .71758 
STAGE BLADE. TO JET.SPEED RATIO 8 *4885s 
S4TATOREXT - ROTOR INLET3 











































































































































































































































9 59.3639 1SQ5.11 9.634 0.00000 705.465 558.718 .29184 62.8206 1618.11 -.302 
60 STAGE EXIT 3 90 





































































































8 17.2621 302.81098 55Z.463 545.903 -159.603 57S.o55 .30509 54.2751 1564.98 -16.297 
9 i7,66uo 11l.49626 545.831 537.12 -"58.098 568.,66 .30156 54.2103 1563.58 -16.382 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE AHOLE 
IPSI) [OEG RI (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) tOEG R) (BEG) 
1 50.VIBO lb5z.36 1.528 00000 581.401 952.234 .503E3 60.1A55 1619.93 50o.86z 





4 50.9602 1645.45 4.750 .00000 633.629 984.319 .52135 60.9180 1617.65 -54.013 
5 50.9735 jb43,83 5.791 -.00000 650,495 994.122 .52682 61 1583 1617.47 .54.958 
6 50.9862 1542.47 6.818 -.00000 667.111 1003.570 .53206 61.3916 1617.52 -55.863 
7 s0.9984 1541.31 7.833 ".00000 683-593 10120T49 .53713 61.6198 1617.74 -56.734 
a 51.0101 1540,34 A.836 -. 00000 &99. 7, 1021.21 .S4,06 61.HA 161.13 "57.578 
9 51.0212 1539.51 9.834 -.00000 716,007 1030.529 .54686 62.0654 1618.65 .397 









LOSS LOSS BLADE RON 










1 .57433 .66181 .08970 .10184 .92686 .92136 .93316 .87560 
2 .58161 .63425 .08863 .094T6 .92731 .92666 .93671 .88185 
3 .58799 .61133 .98756 .08902 .92780 .93JE4 .93973 .88734 
.59358 .59242 .08649 .08444 .92833 .93499 .94216 .89200 
5 .59845 .%7703 .00539 .08103 9891 .93788 .94396 .89601 
131 
6 .62A6 .%6464 .08427 .07858 .92954 .93997 .94515 .8992; 



















MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES 0 
STATOR BLADE.ROW EFFICIENCY . .92905 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .93580 
STAGE WORK 0 24.194 BTU PER LBM 
STAGF TOTAL EFFICIENCY a -89.12 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . .70975 
STAGE BLADE- 70 JET-SPEED RATIO A .49553 
*A STATOR ExIT - ROTOR INLET 4 4. 
STREAMLINE SA01AL MASS.FLQ. MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AUSOLUTE ABSOLUTEMACH ABSOLUTETOTAL ABSOLUTETOTAL ABSOLUTE FLOW 
hUMBER PCSI1TON FI.NCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VLLOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) ILB/SLC ) (FPS) IFpS) (FPSI (FPS) (PSI) (DEG RI (DEG) 
2 
14.3800 




















































































9 17.9200 117.49962 582.490 573.932 661.46p 881.378 .47,95 53.6265 1563.57 49.053 














































3 4.38 1503.24 3.814 .00000 622.528 605.930 .32541 48.1136 1530.60 16.025 
4 45.1489 1503.63 4.894 .00000 641.193 595.357 .31969 48.3292 1530.04 11.976 
5 4b.4249 1504.03 5.939 .00000 659.248 580. 99 .31580 48.5454 1529.81 8.032 































.- qTAar EXTT A -i 
132 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL HASS'FLOV MERIDIONAL AXIAL hHIRL AUSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NhUPER POSIrI0o FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
uIN1 (LE'SECI (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) IFPS) (PSI) (DEG R) IDEG) 






















1b5.086 44*0o40I 420.150 810.0o7 .178.013 B'5..Zo .35216 42.1155 1.61.85 .16.137 
16.3994 58.74900 612.302 609.154 -178.447 637.175 .3.023 42.0544 1479.26 -16.328 
6 j.6234 73.43635 604.569 b0o.To .ITI.58A 630:112 .34422 41.9924 177.02 .16.481 
17.2810 8B.1362 596.942 51.352 -176.355 622.44R .34019 41.9300 1475.03 -16.606 
8 17.7329 102.81089 b89.409 50.399 "174.828 614.791 .33612 41.8673 1473.28 -16.709 
91.1800 117.49815 581.95 573..08 -173.057 607.144 .33204 41.8044 1471.74 -,6.794 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLIN BLADE RLLATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSUqE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUHER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (OEG RI (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) [PSI) (DEG R) (DEB) 
1 30.72&6 1455.42 1.528 -.00000 584.646 996.516 .54227 46.9858 1533.26 .49.7Q3 
2 3.7390 1, .31 2.631 -.00000 60L.9o3 1008.393 *Sq32 123£ 1331 .9' - .0 
3 3MT549 14s.b? 3.711 -. 000 6 .727 1019.693 55598 4 0.8 1531:03 .52.033 
4 38.701 1450.46 4*.71 -.00000 644.169 1030.682 56229 7.7144 1530.49 -53.096 
S 36:7847 1448.62 5.612 .00000 663.275 1060.670 .56832 47.9406 1530.27 -54.107 
* 38.7985 1447.10 6.837 ;00000 682.087 150.973 .5741 48.1616 1530.34 .55.075 























*- STAGE 4 PERFORMANCE --
STATOR ROTOR 
STREAMLIhE STATOR ROTOR PRESSURE LOSS PRESSURE LOSS STATOR BLADE ROW ROTOR BLAoE ROW ROTOR ISENTROPIC STAGE ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACIION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EF!ICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
.60.68 .64172 .09070 .0895f .92651 .93202 .93656 .87915 



















-63153 .56510 .08545 .O71. .92908 .94609 .94650 .89986 

















9 .64475 .542s5 .07940 .06806 .93289 ,94843 .94637 .90820 
HASS-AVERAOEO QUANTITIES o 
133 
STATOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .9292Q 
ROTOR 8LA0E.ROV EFFICIENCY . .94408 
STAGE WORK 0 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
24.194 BTU PER LBO 
.89TT 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . .69084 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .49847 
STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLLT 5 --























INl) ILUM/SECI (FPSI (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) x.,.>: (PSI) (DEG R) COED) 
14.4600 0.00000 638.429 63U.202 899.36S 1102.927 .61249 *1.492g 1492.06 54.640 







































































STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEPPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) InEa R) TOEWI (PER IN) FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG F) (DEG) 
1 32.4736 1400.38 1.525 0.00000 B6.466 111.071 39488 3b.024 1438.4q 26.132 
23 30.804 33.2 9 7 401.33 I40z230 2. 13.645 -. 0000:.00000 609.3086319 607.03S6*.eT .38140 36.22583 









































9 37.0263 37.2289 
1434.98 
1435.36,% 
" 3 .f14 
1.301 
8 3*4273 1.05.23 8.910 *.00000 729.687 638.951 .35422 37.4335 1435.99 .2.346 
9 34.5944 L-05B4 9.834 -. 00000 747.631 641.662 .35564 37.6;04 1436.86 *-.5.839 
44 STAGE EXIT S 4 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE R.UIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY "VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) ILHM/SEC) (FPSI IFPS) (FPSI . (FPS) (PSI) OEG R) [DEG) 




























































































































































































































*0 STAGE 5 PERFORMANCE 







LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW 












































6 .64026 .60372 .08077 .06765 .93382 .95020 .94821 .90097 
7 .64400 .59493 .0791. .06610 .93480 .95138 .94874 .90398 
8 .64697 .58894 .07749 .06522 .93581 .95195 .94860 .90623 
9 .64925 .58530 .07584 .06491 .93686 .95195 .94805 .90779 
NMASS-AVERAOED QUANTITIES 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .93312 
ROTOR BLAOE.ROS EFFICIENCY A .94628 
STAGE WORK . 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY a 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . 
24.194 STU PER LtM 
.89404 
.66479 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET.SPEEO RATIO .*49849 
ee SPOOL PERFORHANCE SUMMARY(IMAS-AVERAGEDOUANTITIESI *00 
STATOR MOTOR STAGE STAGE 
STAGE 8LADtMOW 8LIDE-"R STAGE TOTAL STATIC 
NURR EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY WORK EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
(RTUYLUMU 
1 .94181 .91650 24.194 .09090 .72046 
a .92941 .92529 E4.193 O8R3 .71758 
3 .92905 .93580 Z4.194 .89.IZ .10975 
.92929 .94408 24.194 .89774 .69084 
.93312 .94628 24.19& .89484 .66479 
SPOOL WORK - l O968 STU PER LON 
SPool POWER. 26110.0, Hp 
SPOOL TOTALTTO TOTAL.PRESSURE RATIO . 3.43*7SPOOL TOTAL- To STATIC-PRESSURE RATIO - 3.80IT 20 
SPOOL TOTAL (FFICIENGCY . .9062& 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY t .64837 



















f PROGRAMTD2 AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIOfNSFOR TE DESIGN OF AXIAL TURORIZ 
OPTIMIZED FOUR STAOE VERSION OF NASA LP SPOOL AT REDUCEDTIP DIAMETER 
**# GENERAL INPUT DATA *.0
 
8U148CROF SPOOLS . I
 
NUMER OF SETS OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES - I
 
NUMBER OF STREtNLINEq . 9
 
OAS CONSTANT . b3.33000 L" FT-BM DEG R 
INLET MASS FLOP . 117.50000 L0$ISC 
0 TABULAR INLET SPECIWICA!10NS 
RADIAL TOTAL TOTAL ABSOLUTE 
COORDItNIt TEMPERAtUPE PRESSURC FLOWANGLt
 
(1N WeEB R) tPSI) IDEA)
 
14.1001 1837.96 108.2258 3.213
 
14.4040 1B31.96 1,0.7913 *.376
 
14.6865 1037.96 109.22oj 5.153
 
14.9511 3837.96 1,9.575b 5.68a
 
13.Z020 1837.96 19.8611 6.036
 
15.4x.: 31t9 110.1073 6.16* 
15.669T 1837.96 10.323 6.302
 
19.8891 183796 1105164 6.421 




Ott SPOOL INPUT OATA *o 
" OE9ION REQUIREMENTS A. 
ROTATIVE SPEED 
POWER OUTPUT 
- 4h6e.O RPM 
- 21110.00 NP 
0* ANALYSIS VARIABLES to 
-NUMBER OF STAGES -











.235 0 0 
SPECIFIC.NEAT SPECIFICATION 

















ANNULUS SPECIFICATION b 






O 7.6000 06.050 15:7750 
2 9.000 jA.1000 16.1000 
3 10.7000 14.150 16.4250
 
4 1 .400 04.200 1&.750020..noo ;.250o 17.0750 
6 15.8000 14.3000 17.40007 17.5000 14.3b0o 17.7250
 
8 19.2000 14.4000 1980500
 
9 20.9000 I4.SO0 18.3750
 
10 2z:600o 14.5900 18.7000
 
11 24.3000 14.5500 19.0250
 


















































































* BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION 
TA IILET ANGLE) * TANEIT ANGLE) 
.60000000 * *8000000 A COSfEAIT AMLE) 








IF IV RATIO .LT. 
IF IV RATIO) .. 
.50000000 
.o60000000 
TOE PRESSWE-L$OS COEFFICIENT CHPUTEO IN THIS MANNER RAY NOT EXCEEO A LIMIT OF 2.0000000 
140 
fl OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESTO ANALYST$ 444 





















































































































STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAmLInE 
NUMBER PRtSSUE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE (PsI) (DEG R) (0E10 (PER IN) 
I 103.0292 letv,0 1.320 .0849 
2 103.133 1816.73 2.813 .00491 





















8 103.9005 1409.92 10.388 .*01326 
9 103..*19 1849.36 11.526 -.01599 
4401T61R EIT - ROTOR INLET 1 A-









NUMBER POSITION FUNCTiON VELOCITY VELOCITY VaCCITY VELOCITY NUMBER -PRESSURE TEMPERATURE MO E 
UN) It'/SEC) tEPSI IFPS (FPSI (FPS) (PSI) 18E0 R) (CEO) 
























4 5.05313 44 .236 SRI.6II 57 120 1032.669 IL85.191 .5948 107.9612 1037.96 60.716S 1.337J 5,498t 581.611 571,925 1023.00p 1175.037 .589.9 108.2465 1837.96 60.488 
6 15.6174 73.43726 5"1.611 57..531 1009.369 1164.94 .5814 108.4946 1837.96 60.266 
7 15.891b 84.12472 561.611 574.949 997.95,6 1155:070 5789 108. 758 1837.96 60.353 
I 3b.160. 102.8121 581.611 b73.191 9
06 4n I4 8, 57304 10 589363 1837.96 59.850 
9 36.4250 lt?.962 5331.631 571.265 976.04, 1136.189 .56894 109.099b 1837.96 59.660 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE
 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW
NUNBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANG0LE CURVATURE 
 VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE INGLE
(PSI) (DEG R) IDEG) (PER IN) IFPSI (FPS) (PSI) DEG A) £0103
 
1 83.9207 1731.18 1.685 .00000 S73*T6 760.705 .38235 92,3qsb 1773.20 4o614. 
2 S..606. 173.62 Z.923 .0000 586.199 746.801 .37520 92.8233 1773.12 38.8853 8.a526 1734,23 *.129 .00000 598.369 732.T37 .J6797 93.2051 1773.2? 37.534 
4 b-8611 1735,95 5,305 .00000 610.23R 71883? .3600 93.5516 1713.48 36.1085 86*A3-7 1737.69 6,454 .0000 621.U35 105.410 .35389 93.8736 1773,83 34.6326 8b.9763 1739.'1 7.578 .00000 633.183 692.66T .34733 94.1784 1774.25 33.124 
7 87:4895 1741.07 8.680 *00000 644.303 680.692 .34116 94.4706 1774.72 31.596 
8 87.9738 1742.67 9.761 .00000 655.215 6b6.512 .33540 94.7531 1775.22 30.052 
9 8b.-346 17*4.Z1 10.123 .00000 665.935 659.31 .33005 95.0277 1775.76 28.495 
-- STAGE EXIT I e 
ABSOLUTE ASSOLUTL ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RAOOA. MASSI.LOI MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUNGER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE (1.0 (LRMISEC) (FPS) ([PS) IFPS) (FPS) (PS) (OEG 3 IOEGI
 
I 1 000 0.00000 b9O.00 589.747 -258.330 . 644.682 .32634 81.1935 1727.81 -23.656 
2 353168 14.68692 84.4?5 583*74 -?63.55, 641.149 .32504 81.1923 1725.57 -2.2993 j4.15 7 29.37385 579.024 577.581 -267.195 637.70, - .32345 81.1810 1723.62 .24.826 
* 15.1817 44,06071 573.640 571.277 .69.57 633.02, .32161 81.1611 1?21 9o .25262 
5 I5.'ott 58.74769 56831 7 564.833 .27o.996 629621 :31959 81.1344 1720.37 -25.6316 15.8173 73.43462 563.848 558.256 :271:654 625.168 *31742 81.1024 1718.96 -25.95116.1306 84.12154 557826 551*549 -271 78, 020.511 .31514 81 0659 1717.65 -26.2328 3b.414 102.80846 552.646 5*4.717 -271.374 615.681 .31276 81.0257 1716.41 .26.483 
9 16.7500 117.49538 547.502 537.763 -270.541 610.69T .31029 80.9820 1715.25 -26.706 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE
RELATIVE RELATIVESTREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE - ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE
 [PSI) 1EG R) (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (CEO)
 
1 75.6617 1697.36 3.685 0.00000 575.725 1021.643 51764 90,1499 1773.99 .54.737 
2 75.7020 1695.3974 2.873 0.00000 989.17o 1033.804 ,52431 9.:5877 1773.86 .55.6063 75 35 1693.76 4*.045 0.00000 602.431 1044.757 .52991 90.9915 1773.90 -56.409 
4 75.1839 1692.41 5.203 0.00000 61s.527 1054.73. .5359 91.3670 1774.09 -7.168 
5 75.J236 1691.26 6.34? 0.00000 628.477 1063.971 .54006 91.7205 1774.38 -57.B736 . 75.8625 1690.26 7.480 0.00000 641.295 1072.639 ,54462 92.0571 1774,74 .58.SS6 
7 7S.4004 1689.38 S.6)3 0.00000 653.999 1080.849 .54893 92.3800 1775.15 -59.2I5 
0 75.V313 1680.58 9.717 0.00000 666.600 188&.679 .55304 9P.6912 177q.60 .49.85q 
142 
75*.'73O 1607."7 10.H23 0.00000 679.112 1996.175 .55696 92.9523 1776.09 -60.478 
-. STAOE I PERFORMANCE A-
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURF STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREARLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
RUNNER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .42o*7 .744S9 .06665 .1630% .94579 .87670 .90564 .8238 




























6 .51925 .64576 .0737 .13913 .94000 .89757 92039 ,7619 
7 .53144 .62977 .07500 .1351, .93902 .90119 .92294 .88101 
a .54242 .61*98 .07611 .13147 .93806 .90.54 .92529 .88362 
9 .55234 .60129 .07721 *.3087 .93109 .90761 .92745 .88601 
0 MASSIAVERAOFO QUANTITIES 
STATOR BLADEROV EFFICIENCY . .94111 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .89309 
STAGE WORX. 32.056 STU PER LB M 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIECY S a .6485.72093 
STAGEBLADE- T O JET-SPEEO RATIO . .4106 
STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 2 n 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSIIINO FUNCTIO. VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN (LBUISEC (FPSI (FP5) IFPS) IFPST fPSI) (CEO R (CEG 
1 1'.2500 0.00000 572.102 571.855 1006.161 1157.437 .59854 79.4083 1727.83 60.386 
2 14.63Y4 19.68734 572.102 571.347 '990573 1135.264 .58680 79.4661 1725.59 59.772 
3 15 0161 29.37468 572.10? 570.593 95g.58 pj.,.84 .57600 79.5312 1723.63 59.192 
4 15.3814 44.06202 572.102 569.615 934.74, 1995.909 .56s9B 79.551 1721.91 5e.643 

































9 17.0750 117.49072 572.102 561.925 841.71, 3017.731 .52473 79.6004 11$.25 56.273 
143 























- (PSI ) (EG N) (oG) IPER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) COED Rl (DEO) 
I 6.9324 lb 
9 

























































































** STAGE EXIT 2 A-
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW MERIDIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AHSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSITION FuNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 

































































































STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE SIAIIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE SLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUdEP PRESSURE TEPPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI (CEO R) (DEG) (PER IN) [FPS) (FPSI (PSI) 10E0 R) (DEG) 
1 S..7286 lb"2.19 1.685 .00000 579,779 1073.233 .56216 67.2836 1667.70 .55171 
2 5:.7800 1579.67 2.886 .00000 59630 1082.711155,976 .56158 67,6093 161670 
























































9 55.0749 1569.61 10.823 .00000 705.463 1135.993 .59742 69.4886 1665.42 .60.820 





PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STRLAWLIfE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .5sh47 .66596 .10833 .13425 .91527 .09914 .91498 .85162 
2 .bb476 .63796 .10832 .12bO6 .91483 .YOS96 .92001 .85853 
3 S7201 .13.4 .1017 *lII .91.52 .91204 .92453 .66487 
.57835 .59199 .10190 .11050 .91435 .91734 .92549 .07059 
S .58391 .57328 *10754 .10516 .91427 .92176 .93178 .87560 
6 .68880 .55703 30710 *1000 .9142? .92532 .93440 .87990 
7 .59308 .54296 *10660 .09T76 .91434 092815 .93645 .88359 
a .5968? .53085 *30603 *09529 .91446 .93038 .93801 88674 
9 .60006 .52051 .10541 .09345 .91466 .93208 .93915 .M5942 
MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES * 
STATOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .91450 
ROTORULADE-ROW EFFICIENCY u .91957 
STAGE WORK e 30.847 BTU PER LO 
STAOE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . .87380 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY * .70386 
STAGE GLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO g .43227 
S0TATOR EXIT - ROTnR INLET 3 0. 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RADIAL MASS-FLOW MERIOIONAL AXIAL WHIRL AdSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRES5URL TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(IN) (LHPISEC) IFPS) IFPS) (FPSI (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (DESt 



























































8 7.3435 102. 1133 589.792 581.203 757.061 959o685 .51083 58.2952 1600.51 52.486 
9 17.7250 1i7.49866 589.792 579.301 739.122 945.59 .50327 58.2777 1598.91 51.912 
STREAMLINE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE BLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NURHER PRESSURE TEPPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (CEO R) (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (Eo) 
















































































fl STAGE EXIT 3 ** 

























[IN) (LB/SEC) (FPS) (FPS) (FPSI (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) (DEG) 


































3 16,2842 56.74879 631.018 627.083 .316.197 70S.807 .38442 43.2946 1495.13 .26.759 
6 lb.7344 73.43S99 623.514 bu.13 311 370 6964*1 47980 43.2408 1492.61 .26.736 























STREAHLINE RELATIVL RELATIVE RELATIVE RELATIVE 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC SLOPE STREAMLINE SLADE RELATIVE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TENPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (LLG Rl (DEG) (PER IN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (DEG R) [DEG) 















































































9 39.3942 1452.62 10.823 .00000 731.819 1191.142 .64990 51.6412 1559.14 -60.1132 
04 STAGE 3 PERFORMANCE 0. 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS tOSS SLADE ROW BLADE ROW ISENTROPIC ISENTROPIC 
NUMBER REACTION REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EFtICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .62554 .60123 .11687 .10091 *9067O .92500 .92711 .86228 
2 .63382 .57675 .11582 .09357 .90891 .93046 .93180 .86976 
3 .64069 .55850 .11464 .08812 .90927 .93473 .93546 .87687 
4 .b4691 .53964 .1133T .08405 .90977 .93802 .93825 .86139 



































STATOR SLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .91068 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY a .93872 
STAGE WORK . 29.637 BTU.PER LRN 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY -.8393 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY aSTAGE SLADE- T 
O 
JET-SPEEO RATIn . .68308.44519 






























































































































































































































































































































































STREAMLINE SrTAIC STATIC 
STREAMLINE 









NUMBER PRFSSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 
(PSI) (DE0 R) (DEO) (PEllIN) (FPS) (FPS) (PSI) (CEO R) (DEG) 

























































































PRESSURE PRESSURE STATOR 
LOSS LOSS BLADE ROW 








































































.9959 .94613 .94702 .89156 .0950 
9 .66244 .56731 .09757 .07178 .921?7 .5036 .94736 .S9788 
4 MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES a 
148 
STAT0 BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY 





STAGE WORK S 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . 





STU PER LBO 
149 











































SPOOL POWER . 
SPOOL TOTAL. TO TOTAL.PRESSURE RATIO . 
SPOOL TOTAL. TO STATIC-PRESSURE RATIO -
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY . 
SPOOL SLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . 









00 PROGRAMTD2 - AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF AXIAL TUReINES 00 
OPTINIZED THREE STAGE VERSIN OF NASA LP SPOOL AT REOUCED TIP DIAMETER 
... GENERAL INPUT DATA ... 
NUMER OF SPOOLS s I
 
NUMBEROF SETS OF ANALYSIS VARIABLES . 1
 
NUMBER OF STREAMLINES m 9 
GAS CONSTANT . b3.350 0 0 LOF FT/LeN DEG R 
INIET MASS FLOw . 117.50000 LBM/SEC 
S TABULAR INLET SPECIFICATIONS . 
RAOIAL TOTAL TOTAL 1SOLUTE
 
COORDINATE TEMPERATURE PRESSURL FLOW ANGLE
 (IN) (DEG R) (PSI) I(EG)
 
14.1000 1637.96 168.9258 3.213
 
14.4048 1837.96 1n8.794 4.376
 
14.6865 1837.96 1c9.2293 5.153
 
14.9511 1837.96 ng.575' 3.682
 
15.2020 1937.96 109.8619 6.036
 
IS.4410 I837.96 I10. 1073 6-260
 
13.6697 183?96 I10323t 6.382
 
15.8891 1837.96 I10.5164 6.*21
 
16.1000 1837.96 110.691d 6.392
 
151 
*.* SPOOL INPUT DATA *** 
-- DESIGN REQUIREMENTS .. 
ROTATIVE SPEED - 4466.0 RPM 
POWER OUTPUT - 0110.00 NP 
ANALYSTSVARIABLES --











SPECIFIC.HEAT SPECIFICATION 0 






































* 13.000 1..2434 16.9667 
15.0000 l*.300 17 4000
 
6 17.0000 14.367 17.8333
 
7 19.0000 14.4334 16.2667
 
a 21.0000 14.5000 18.7000
 
9 23.0000 14.566? 19.1333 






























































BASIC INTERNAL LOSS CORRELATION * 
TAN(INLEr ANGLE) * TAN(EXIT ANGLE) 
- ----------------------------------------
.60000000 *0000000 0 COSIEXIT ANGLE) *TINES 
1 .03000000 
( *oSo0000 
. *t51SSO * (V RATIOI** 3.601 
.lSO00O0 WV RATIOI" 1600)) 
IF 
If 
(V RATIO) LT. 
(V RATIO) .E0. 
.60000000 
*60000000 
THE PRESSURE-LOSS COEFFICIENT COMPUTED IN THIS MANNER MAY NOT EXCEED A LIMIT OF 2*00000000 
154 
*. OUTPUT OF SPOOL DESrGN ANALYSIS .. 
STATOR INLET I *4 

























































































































STREAMLINE STATIC STAIC SLOPE STREAMLINE 
NUMBER PRLSSURE TEIPLOATURE ANGLE CURVATURE 
(P613 (DEG R) (DEG) (PER IN) 
1 103.6942 1810.49 1.433 .Oll 
2 103.6750 1816.16 3.274 .00317 
A 103.6787 18L .40 5.000 -.00427 
4 103.7026 1813.07 6.644 .01136 
* 103,7466 1812.07 8.228 -.01819 
6 103.8100 18I.31 9.765 -.02482 
7 103.8917 1810.74 11.266 -. 03129 
a 103.9910 081Q.33 12.737 -103763 
* 10'.1071 1810.07 14.1RS -. 04387 
NA STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET It 









NUMBER POSITION FUNCTION VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY " NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































68.039R6 0..92 12.226 ..00002 687.89R j227.017 .63037 08.OI 6 iT59.8 -;;ii 


































PRESSUR E PRESSURF STATOR 
LOSS LOSS SLADE ROW 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EF!ICIENCY 
0T653 .23081 .94139 
.07723 .22128 .94062 
.07786 .21422 .94002 
.07838 .20368 .93947 
.07882 *19573 .9389? 
.07V20 *154o .93849 
.07955 .18169 .93803 
.07986 .17556 .93760 
.08014 .16998 .93719 
ROTOR ROTOR 























* MASS-AVERAOED QUANTITIES • 
STATOR BLAOE-ROW EFFICIENCY . .93906 
ROTOR BLADE-ROW EFFICIENCY . 
5TAGE WORK * 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY * 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . 
.86488 















































































































































































05 1 38 
17J.2 











































































































































































































































































































































*6 STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE Gi 
158 
STATOR ROTOR 
PRESSURE PRESSURF STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STRLANLIhE SIATGR ROTOR LOSS LOSS GLADE ROW BLADE ROM ISENTROPIC ISENTRCPIC 




























.56550 .59862 .13370 .1407q .90097 .90342 .91167 .84611 



















b .58548 5zb8 .13246 .0161, .89972 .9227, .92864 .06964 
9 .58089 .50775 *13196 .11287 .(1996 .92580 .93094 .87374 
Q MASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES a 
STATOR BLADE-ROU EFFICIENCY s .90081 
ROTOR BLADE.ROW EFFICIENCY A .90701 
STAGE WORK . 40.322 STU PER LOR 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY a .85090 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY ­ .67721 
STAGE BLADE- TO JET-SPEEo RATIO . .37628 
STATOR EXIT - ROTOR INLET 3 A. 
ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE 
STREAMLINE RPIjAL MASS-FLOW MEkIUIONAL AXIAL WPIRL ABSOLUTE MACH TOTAL TOTAL FLOW 
NUMBER PCSITIOh FUNcTION VtLOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANGLE 

























































































9 7 1b.17.48969 715.464 699.239 00?6.750 1292.780 .71775 46.3754 1529.70 57oO0 
STREAMLINE STATIC STATIC 
STREAMLINE 









NUIBER PRESSLRE TEMPERATURE ANGLE CURVATURE VELOCITY VELOCITY NUMBER PRESSURE TEMPERATURE ANOLE 
IPSI) (D0 R) (DEO) (PER IN) IFPS) (FPS) (Psi) i0EG R) (EG) 





























































































































































































































































































































































PRESSURE STATOR ROTOR ROTOR STAGE 
STREAMLINE STATOR ROTOR LOSS LOSS BADE ROD BLADE ROW ISENTAOPIC ISNROPIc 
NUMbER REACTION- REACTION COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT EF!ICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY EFFICIENCY 
1 .53728 .80010 .12604 *19074 .91560 a8739I *89206 .81126 
a3 .5.692 5SA95 .BZ713.78232 .12.ft0.1?357 .1735T.15951 .91509.917s 064~73 .U943Z5 .90056 .90746 82 .03325 
4 .56162 .74399 .12233 ,1T774 .91437 .90261 .91401 .*04262 




































$9ASS-AVERAGED QUANTITIES a 
STATOR BLAOE.ROW EFFICIENCY . .91498 
ROTOR BLADE-RON EFFICIENCY . 
STAGE WORK . 
STAGE TOTAL EFFICIENCY . 
STAGE STATIC EFFICIENCY . 


















































SPOOL WORK- 120.967 BTU PER LOM 
SPOOL POWER * 20110.00 HP 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO TOTAL-PRESSURE RATIO - J.6884 2 
SPOOL TOTAL- TO STATIC-PRESSURE RATIO . 4.24710 
SPOOL TOTAL EFFICIENCY . ..86*87 
SPOOL STATIC EFFICIENCY a .79387 
SPOOL GLAOE- TO JET-SPEED RATIO . .2352? 
